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Abstract. We develop algorithms solving parametric !ow problems with separable, con-
tinuous, piecewise quadratic, and strictly convex cost functions. The parameter to be con-
sidered is a common multiplier on the demand of all nodes. Our algorithms compute a
family of !ows that are each feasible for the respective demand and minimize the costs
among the feasible !ows for that demand. For single commodity networks with homoge-
nous cost functions, our algorithm requires one matrix multiplication for the initialization,
a rank 1 update for each nondegenerate step and the solution of a convex quadratic pro-
gram for each degenerate step. For nonhomogeneous cost functions, the initialization re-
quires the solution of a convex quadratic program instead. For multi-commodity networks,
both the initialization and every step of the algorithm require the solution of a convex pro-
gram. As each step is mirrored by a breakpoint in the output this yields output-polynomial
algorithms in every case.
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1. Introduction
This paper studies parametric minimum cost !ow problems with separable, continuous, piecewise quadratic,
and strictly convex costs. Formally, we are given a directed graph G ! (V,E) with n vertices and m edges. Every
edge e has a cost function Fe : R" R of the form Fe(x) ! ! x

0
fe(s)ds where fe is a strictly increasing and piecewise

linear function. Furthermore, let q # Rn be an arbitrary demand vector with "
v#V qv ! 0. We are interested in

computing a function x : R$0 " Rm
$0 such that for all ! $ 0, the vector x(!) ! (xe(!))e#E is a !ow that minimizes the

separable cost function "
e#E Fe(xe) and is feasible for the balance vector !q, that is, for all ! $ 0 the !ow x(!) sol-

ves the optimization problem

min
"

e#E
Fe(xe)

s:t:
"

e#"%(v)
xe %

"

e#"+(v)
xe ! !qv for all v # V,

xe $ 0 for all e # E:

(1)

On our way to solve the parametric optimization problem (1), we also solve a relaxation of the problem where
the non-negativity constraints on the !ow are omitted.

The nonparametric variant of these problems has been studied in a variety of contexts. For the special case that
all marginal cost functions fe are linear (and the non-negativity constraints are relaxed), the !ow (1) describes an
electric network with constant resistances on the edges and constant in!ows and out!ows given by the demand
vector. The !ow on the edges corresponds to the electric current, and the slope of the marginal cost functions fe
corresponds to the resistance of the edge. Piecewise linear (and possibly noncontinuous) marginal cost functions
as we consider them in this paper allow to model more elaborated electric networks with special components
such as diodes or transistors or active components such as batteries or generators on the edges. For nonlinear
marginal cost functions fe and relaxed non-negativity constraints, the system (1) models other physical networks
such as natural gas networks or water networks (Gross et al. [24]). Although we are only able to handle piecewise
linear marginal cost functions fe and thus piecewise quadratic cost functions Fe, it is worth noting that any
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continuous convex cost function Fe can be approximated with arbitrary precision by a piecewise quadratic con-
tinuous convex cost function F̃e (Rockafellar [50, section 8]).

We also study a generalization of the parametric problem (1) to multi-commodity !ows. Here, we are given a
"nite set K ! {1, : : : ,k} of commodities and for each commodity j # K a demand vector qj ! (qv,j)v#V # Rn with
"

v#V qv,j ! 0. We are then interested in computing a function x : R$0 " Rmk
$0 such that for all ! $ 0, the vector

x(!) ! (xe,j(!))e#E,j#K is a multi-commodity !ow that minimizes the cost function "
e#E Fe(

"
j#K xe,j) and for every

commodity j # K the !ow xj ! (xe,j)e#E is feasible for the balance vector !qj, that is, for all ! $ 0, the !ow x(!) sol-
ves the optimization problem

min
"

e#E
Fe

"

j#K
xe,j

# $

s:t:
"

e#"%(v)
xe,j %

"

e#"+(v)
xe,j ! !qv,j for all v # V, j # K,

xe,j $ 0 for all e # E, j # K:

(2)

An important application for the nonparametric variant of the multi-commodity setting are traf"c and telecom-
munication networks. Here, every commodity j corresponds to a population of in"nitesimally small users that
wish to travel (or send a message) from a source node sj # V to a target node tj # V in the network. That is, the de-
mand vector of commodity j has the form qv,j ! %1 if v ! sj, qv,j ! 1 if v ! tj, and qv,j ! 0, otherwise. In this way, all
(sj, tj) !ows are feasible for commodity j. In this setting, the marginal cost functions fe are interpreted as travel
times. When the total !ow on edge e is equal to z ! "

j#K xe,j, then every !ow particle traversing e experiences a la-
tency of fe(z). Wardrop [57] postulated an equilibrium principle for equilibrium !ows that requires that all !ow
particles only use paths of minimum travel time. A multi-commodity !ow x is called a Wardrop equilibrium if
"

e#P fe(
"

j#K xe,j) &
"

e#Q fe("j#K xe,j) for all commodities j # K and (sj, tj) paths P, Q with xe,j > 0 for all e # P. Beck-
man et al. [6] show that for continuous marginal cost functions fe, a multi-commodity !ow for demands !q is a
Wardrop equilibrium if and only if it solves (2). Thus, being able to solve (2) allows to compute Wardrop equilib-
ria. In addition, solving (2) for slightly altered marginal cost functions of the form f 'e (x) ! fe((x)x+ fe(x) allows to
compute system optimal traf"c !ows that minimize the total travel time.

The nonparametric variants of the single-commodity and multi-commodity mincost !ow problems (1) and (2)
are well studied in the literature, and many algorithms for their solution have been proposed. For the special
case that the cost functions Fe are quadratic (rather than piecewise quadratic), both the nonparametric variant of
(1) and (2) can be solved with general quadratic programming techniques such as Frank-Wolfe decomposition
(Frank and Wolfe [18]), Lemke’s algorithm (Sacher [52]), or the Ellipsoid method (Kozlov et al. [38]), the latter
method being polynomial. For the nonparametric variant of the single-commodity problem (1), there exists a
weakly polynomial algorithm by Minoux [43, 44] and a strongly polynomial algorithm by Végh [56].

Yet, all the previous algorithms solve the nonparametric variants of (1) or (2) only. For the management of elec-
trical, gas, water, telecommunication, and traf"c networks, it is desirable to be able to also solve the parametric
version of the problems. This is, in part, because these networks may behave quite paradoxically. Braess’ para-
dox (Braess [9]) shows that in a single-commodity traf"c network, the traf"c along an edge may increase or de-
crease when the demand increases. Similarly, in gas networks, the maximal pressure on a node (corresponding
to the dual multiplier of the corresponding balance constraint) may increase when decreasing q (Klimm et al.
[36]). In fact, for traf"c networks, there is profound interest in understanding the performance of road networks
as the demand of all commodities changes by a common factor (O’Hare et al. [49], Youn et al. [58]). Thus far, the
computation of the respective Wardrop equilibria and system optimal !ows relies on repeated runs of the Frank-
Wolfe method for small discretization of the demand space. Our method allows to compute all Wardrop equilib-
ria and system optimal !ows for piecewise linear latencies directly and without any discretization error.

1.1. Our Results
We develop algorithms that compute the parametric version of the single-commodity (1) and multi-commodity
(2) piecewise quadratic mincost !ow problems, respectively. We "rst explain our results for the parametric
single-commodity !ow problem (1).

Our algorithm is based on a relaxation of (1) where the non-negativity constraints on the !ows are dropped,
which we call electrical !ow. For electrical !ows, the dual variables for the balance condition of each node can be
interpreted as vertex potentials. We "rst consider the special case that all marginal cost functions are continuous
and homogeneous (i.e., fe(0) ! 0). This case corresponds to electric networks with piecewise constant resistances
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and only passive components on the edges. In this case, there is piecewise linear bijection between vertex poten-
tials and the demand vector satis"ed by the corresponding optimal !ows; that is, there is a partition of the space
of all vertex potentials into different regions such that within each region the bijection is linear. Our algorithm
for the parametric computation of !ows starts at the all-zero potential vector that induces the all-zero !ow. It
computes the corresponding bijection (expressed via the inverse of the Laplacian in the corresponding linear re-
gime) and increases the !ow linearly until the region is left that happens when one or more edges enter or leave
the support. When the instance is nondegenerate, no two edges arrive at a breakpoint at the same time, and the
bijection in the new region can be recomputed from the old one by a simple and computationally inexpensive
Simplex-like pivot step. For the degenerate case where two or more edges are at a breakpoint at the same time,
we develop a lexicographic rule similar to the lexicographic rule for the Simplex algorithm that allows to navi-
gate to the next region, even in the degenerate case. Alternatively, we can recompute the new bijection with a
convex quadratic program.

We then work toward achieving the same guarantees for the original problem with non-negativity constraints
for the !ows. Actually, we solve a more general problem where the marginal cost functions fe are allowed to be
discontinuous and may also take the values +) and %). The values +) and %) can effectively be used in order
to impose lower and upper capacities on the !ow on the edges; that is, for each edge, there is a lower capacity
le # R * {%)} and an upper capacity ue # R * {+)} and a !ow is only feasible when le & xe & ue for all e # E. In
particular, by imposing a lower capacity le ! 0, directed !ows can be enforced thus solving the parametric ver-
sion of the directed piecewise quadratic mincost !ow problem (1). Being able to handle discontinuous marginal
cost functions is also bene"cial to handle speci"c components of electric or gas networks such as diodes or back-
pressure valves that only let speci"c !ows pass. For traf"c networks, discontinuous marginal cost functions al-
low to compute system optimal !ows when the underlying travel time functions are piecewise linear. From a
mathematical point of view, discontinuous marginal cost functions are challenging as there is no bijection be-
tween demand vectors and vertex potential anymore. We circumvent this issue by introducing a repair step that
increases the vertex potential of a connected component of the graph whenever this situation occurs. This repair
step allows to transfer all results obtained for continuous marginal cost functions also for the discontinuous case.

Our algorithm is output-polynomial. Speci"cally, it runs in O(n2:375 + n2L) for nondegenerate instances where
L is the number of breakpoints of the output !ow functions. The O(n2:375) time stems from the need to compute
one matrix inverse at the start of the algorithm (for which we use fast matrix multiplication) and the O(n2L) time
is because of the need to perform one rank 1 update for each transition between regions. For degenerate instan-
ces, instead of performing a series of rank 1 updates per transition, we recompute the bijection after the transition
by a convex program and obtain an algorithm that runs in time O(n2:375 + poly(n)L) (see Table 1 for an overview
of the achieved runtimes in the different cases).

Finally, we relax the assumption that the marginal cost functions are homogeneous; that is, we allow marginal
cost functions with fe(0)! 0. This case occurs, for example, in electrical networks with active elements on the
edges or in mincost !ow networks with lower capacities on the edges. The main dif"culty is that in this case the
all-zero !ow may not be feasible or the all-zero vector may not induce the all-zero !ow. Thus, we introduce an
additional phase I during which we compute the minimal ! such that the demand !q is feasible, the correspond-
ing !ow, and the corresponding vertex potentials. This can be achieved by solving a convex quadratic program
that can be done in polynomial time by the Ellipsoid method.

For multi-commodity networks, we use a similar approach, but recompute the linear map between vertex po-
tentials and demand vectors by a convex program after entering a new region.

All our results for single-commodity networks translate to a more general problem where we are given a non-
decreasing piecewise linear function h : R$0 " Rn with "

v#V hv(!) ! 0 for all ! $ 0 and we wish to compute a
family of !ows x : R$0 " Rm such that x(!) is a mincost !ow for the demand h(x). Given a starting solution, we
can still use our mechanisms to increase h(!) linearly. Because we need to compute a start solution "rst, we get

Table 1. Running time of our algorithms for the parametric computation of mincost !ows on
graphs with n vertices where the output function has L breakpoints.

Single commodity

Multi-commodityNondegenerate Degenerate

Homogeneous O(n2:375 + n2L) O(n2:375 +poly(n)L) O(poly(n)L)
Nonhomogeneous O(poly(n) + n2L) O(poly(n)L)
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the same runtimes as for nonhomogenous functions even when the cost functions are homogeneous. Our results
for multi-commodity networks can be generalized in a similar way.

Finally, we show that our algorithm is polynomial for single-commodity series-parallel networks. Speci"cally,
we show that for these graphs, the number of breakpoints of the output function can be bounded by a polynomi-
al in the input size of the graph. We also give an example of a single-commodity non–series-parallel network
where the number of breakpoints of the output function is exponential in the input size of the graph.

1.2. Related Work
Potential !ows as a model for gas, water, and electric network have a long history. The "rst mathematical treat-
ment of these networks goes back to Birkhoff and Diaz [8], who show that (under reasonable assumptions) every
demand vector imposes a unique !ow. Similar results are obtained by Kirchhoff [34] and Duf"n [16]. For the spe-
cial case that the marginal cost functions fe are linear (and not piecewise linear), the nonparametric version of the
mincost !ow problem (1) can be solved with quadratic programming techniques. Frank-Wolfe decomposition
(Frank andWolfe [18]) is based on solving linearized version of the objective and converges to the optimal solution.
Lemke’s algorithm (Sacher [52]) treats the problem as a linear complementarity problem. The Ellipsoid method
(Kozlov et al. [38]) solves convex quadratic optimization problems in polynomial time. Kojima et al. [37] propose
an extension of Lemke’s algorithm for piecewise linear complementarity problems that is also able to solve the non-
parametric variant of (1) for piecewise linear marginal cost functions fe. It is worth noting that none of these ap-
proaches are able to solve the parametric problem studied in this paper. Speci"cally, Lemke’s method introduces
an arti"cial variable that is then traced continuously until an optimal solution is found. Intermediate solutions of
this algorithm, however, are not optimal solutions of (1) for a smaller demand. Katzenelson [31] proposes an algo-
rithm where demands are increased in a similar way as in our paper. However, when encountering a degenerate
point, the algorithm jumps to another !ow so that his algorithm does not solve the parametric problem.

The equilibrium principle for traf"c !ow is from Wardrop [57]. Beckmann et al. [6] characterize Wardrop equi-
libria in terms of the maximum of a convex program. Wardrop equilibria can be computed by the Frank-Wolfe
method (Frank and Wolfe [18]). For re"nements and variants of the Frank-Wolfe method for traf"c equilibria, see
Arezki and van Vliet [4], Bar-Gera [5], LeBlanc et al. [40], and Correa and Stier-Moses [14] for a survey. The com-
putation of Wardrop equilibria as a function of the demand is an important intermediate step when computing
optimal tolls for a subset of edges (Harks et al. [26]). They consider networks of parallel edges only and even for
this special case, the !ow on an edge as a function of the demand is governed by a partial differential equation
where the second derivatives fe((xe) appear in the denominator (Harks et al. [26, lemma 4.3]). Restricting ourselves
to piecewise quadratic functions avoids dealing with such rather intricate differential equations and allows to fo-
cus on the combinatorics of the problem, that is, the relevant supports.

In mathematical terms, our algorithms are homotopy methods. Homotopy methods are important in game
theory, most notably the Lemke-Howson algorithm for computing equilibria in two-player games (Lemke and
Howson [41]). For n-player games, the underlying problem becomes nonlinear. Herings and von den Elzen [29]
propose an algorithm that approximates an equilibrium by solving piecewise linear approximations of the un-
derlying complementarity problems (see Herings and Peeters [28] for a survey of further homotopy methods in
game theory and Goldberg et al. [21] for a discussion of their complexity).

The standard mincost !ow problem on directed graphs with linear costs and edge capacities ue # R$0 is a spe-
cial case of our model where the marginal cost functions are of the form fe(x) ! %) for x < 0, fe(x) ! +) for x > ue,
and fe(x) ! ae for some ae # R$0. The standard successive shortest path algorithm implicitly solves the parametric
variant of the problem. Zadeh [59] shows that the output of this parametric computation may be exponential in
the input. Disser an Skutella [15] show that the successive shortest path algorithm is NP-mighty; that is, it can be
used to solve NP-hard problems while being executed. When applied to these particular instances, our algorithm
is similar to the successive shortest paths algorithm with the only difference being that all successive shortest
paths are augmented at the same time. Because the result of Disser and Skutella on the NP-mightiness holds
even when restricted to instances where there is always a unique shortest path, their result implies that our algo-
rithm is NP-mighty as well. Ahuja et al. [1] propose an algorithm for the parametric variant of (1) where the mar-
ginal cost functions are piecewise constant and show that it is output-polynomial.

Further related is the parametric maximum !ow problem with parametric edge capacities introduced by Gallo
et al. [19]. Here, there is no cost function, and the capacity of some arcs depends on a single parameter; hence,
the problem is unrelated to our parametric !ow problems. Parametric variants have also been studied for other
combinatorial problems such as cuts (Aissi et al. [3], Granot et al. [22]), shortest paths (Carstensen [10], Karp and
Orlin [30], Nikolova et al. [48]), and linear programs (Murty [46]). Finally, we note that our algorithms can also
be seen in the context of general parametric quadratic programs. For these problems, there exists an active set
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method from Best [7], but the theoretical analysis assumes that the objective is quadratic (and not piecewise qua-
dratic as in our setting), the constraint matrix has full rank (where the Laplace matrix in our setting has not full
rank), and that the problem is nondegenerate (which we do not assume). Even under these assumptions, Best
shows only that the active set methods terminates, whereas we can give concrete bounds on the runtime.

2. Preliminaries
We consider directed graphs G ! (V,E) with vertex set V :! {1, : : : ,n} and edge set E :! {e1, : : : , em} + V , V. We
do not allow for multiple edges between two vertices, but note that these can be handled by introducing a dum-
my vertex in the middle of each of the multiple edges. We assume that G is strongly connected and encode G by
its incidence matrix C ! (#v,e) # Rn,m de"ned as #v,e ! 1, if edge e enters vertex v, #v,e ! %1, if edge e leaves vertex
v, and #v,e ! 0, otherwise. For an edge e ! ei for some i # {1, : : : ,m}, we denote by !e the ith column of C. Through-
out this work, all vectors are column vectors and will be denoted in bold.

Every vertex v # V has a demand qv # R where a positive value qv > 0 means that there is a demand of qv !ow
units at vertex v, and a negative value qv < 0 means that there is a supply of |qv| !ow units at vertex v. We denote
by q ! (qv)v#V the vector of all demands and assume that "

v#Vqv ! 0. Furthermore, every edge e # E is equipped
with a strictly convex, continuous, piecewise quadratic cost function Fe : R" R. More speci"cally, we assume
that for every e # E there is a strictly increasing and piecewise linear marginal cost function fe : R" R such that
Fe(x) ! ! x

0
fe(s)ds for all x # R. For a function f : R" R and x # R, we denote the left-hand limit of f at x by

f%(x) :! lim $-x f ($), and the right-hand limit by f+(x) :! lim $.x f ($).
A minimum cost !ow for demand vector q is a vector x ! (xe)e#E solving

min
"

e#E
Fe(xe) s:t: Cx!q, x $ 0: (QF)

The following lemma expresses the optimality conditions of a solution to (QF).

Lemma 1. A vector x # Rm is a minimum cost !ow solving (QF) if and only if there is a vector " # Rn of vertex potentials
with

f%e (xe) & %w %%v & f+e (xe) for all e ! (v,w) # E with xe > 0, (3a)
%w %%v & f+e (xe) for all e ! (v,w) # E with xe ! 0, (3b)

Cx ! q, (3c)
x $ 0: (3d)

Proof. The minimization problem (QF) has af"ne-linear constraints only. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condi-
tions (Ruszczyński [51, theorem 3.34]) imply that x is an optimal solution of (QF) if and only if it is feasible and
there exist dual variables " # Rn and µ # Rm

$0 with µ/x ! 0 such that
0 # !F(x) +C/"%µ: (4)

For every edge e ! (v,w) # E, this implies 0 ! !Fe(xe) +%v %%w %µe where !Fe(xe) ! [ f%e (xe), f+e (xe)] is the subdiffer-
ential of Fe at xe. This is equivalent to

%w %%v # [ f%e (xe), f+e (xe)] if xe > 0, (5a)
%w %%v # [ f%e (xe)%µe, f

+
e (xe)%µe] if xe ! 0: (5b)

Let x be an optimal solution to (QF). Because x is feasible, it satis"es (3c) and (3d). Equation (5a) directly implies
(3a). From (5b), we further obtain %w %%v & f+e (xe)%µe & f+e (xe) so that (3b) is satis"ed.

Conversely, let x and p satisfy (3a)–(3d). Set µe ! f+e (xe)% (%w %%v) for all e ! (v,w) # Ewith xe ! 0. then, because
f%e (xe)% f+e (xe) & 0 as fe is strictly increasing, we obtain (5b). w

2.1. Problem Statement and Variants
The main problem we address in this paper is the parametric computation of minimum cost !ows for networks
with piecewise quadratic cost. Formally, we consider the following problem:

PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW

GIVEN: graph G ! (V,E), demand vector q, strictly convex, continuous, piecewise quadratic edge cost functions Fe(x), e # E;
FIND: map x : R$0 " Rm

s.t. x(!) ! (xe(!))e#E is a minimum cost !ow for demands !q for all ! $ 0.
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With the techniques developed in this paper, we can also solve a slightly more general parametric problem,
where we are given a piecewise linear function h : R$0 " Rn and we compute a map x : R$0 " Rm with the prop-
erty that x(!) is a minimum cost !ow for demands h(!) for all ! $ 0. For ease of exposition, we discuss in this pa-
per only the linear case where h(!) ! !q for some given q # Rn.

Our techniques further allow to handle the case of upper and lower bounds on the !ow on the edges. Formally,
for each edge e # E let le # R$0 be a lower capacity and ue # R$0 * {)} be an upper capacity on the !ow of edge e.
In this more general model, a !ow x is feasible if in addition to the constraints of (QF), the constraint le & xe & ue
is also satis"ed for all e # E. Not all demands !q with ! $ 0 may be feasible. However, it is easy to see that the
maximal set

! ! {! # R$0 | there is a feasible flow x satisfying l & x & u}
is convex and closed. The following more general problem asks for the computation of ! and the mincost !ows
parametrized by ! #!.

It is worth mentioning that the standard method to treat upper and lower bounds on the !ow of each edge by
modifying the graph (Ahuja et al. [2, section 2.4]) does not work in our setting because it introduces an edge with
zero cost, whereas we assume that all cost functions are strictly convex.

We will show that the solution x(!) to PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW is a piecewise linear function with "nitely
many breakpoints !0,!1, : : : ,!L%1,!L (including the two arti"cial breakpoints !0 ! 0 and !L !)) for some L # N;
that is, for all i # {1, : : : ,L% 1} and all e # E there are &e,i,'e,i # R such that x(!) ! (xe(!))e#E with

xe(!) ! &e,i!+ 'e,i for all ! # [!i,!i+1]:
Therefore, to solve PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW, it is suf"cient to compute the coef"cients &e,i and 'e,i for all e # E
and i # {0, : : : ,L}. We show in Section 6 that the number of breakpoints L is always "nite (as long as the number
of breakpoints of the piecewise quadratic cost functions Fe is "nite). For series-parallel graphs, L is also polyno-
mially bounded in the size of the input, that is, the size of the graph and the number of breakpoints of the input
functions. However, for general, non–series-parallel graphs, the number of breakpoints can be exponential in the
size of the input. We discuss this in more detail in Section 6.

We illustrate the parametric computation of mincost !ows with the following example.

Example 1. Consider the graph from Figure 1(a) with the given edge cost functions Fe(x) on the edges. Assume
that we are given demands q ! (qv)v#V with qs ! %1, qv1 ! qv2 ! 0, and qt ! 1. For ! ! 1, any s-t !ow of rate 1 is fea-
sible. The mincost !ow for this demand is x ! (xe)e#E with xe ! 1 for e # {(s,v1), (v1,v2), (v2, t)} and xe ! 0 otherwise.
It may be easily veri"ed that this is a mincost !ow using the vertex potential " ! (%s,%v1 ,%v2 ,%t)/ ! (0,2,3,5)/ and
the optimality conditions from Lemma 1.

Let us consider the PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW problem for this setting. In contrast to the "xed demand setting,
we now aim to compute mincost !ow for all demands !q; that is, in this example, mincost s-t !ows with variable
!ow rate !. The solution to this problem is a family of functions x(!) ! (xe(!))e#E such that x(!) is an s-t !ow of
rate ! $ 0. Figure 1(b) depicts the functions solving PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW for this example. We present the ex-
plicit computation of the solution to this problem in Example 5 at the end of Section 4. For every ! $ 0, we can
use the functions x(!) to obtain the mincost !ows the demand !q. In Figure 1(c), we see three examples of min-
cost !ow for different ! that can be determined from the !ow functions in Figure 1(b). The numbers next to the
vertices are the corresponding optimal potentials.

2.2. Outline and Organization of the Paper
Our main tool to solve the parametric mincost !ow problem is a relaxation of the problem where the non-
negativity constraint in (QF) is omitted. The relaxation can be interpreted as an electrical !ow by associating the
!ow with the electrical current and the vertex potentials with the voltage. The slope of the piecewise linear cost

PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW WITH LOWER AND UPPER CAPACITIES

GIVEN: graph G ! (V,E), demand vector q, lower capacities l # Rm
$0, upper capacities u # (R$0 * {)})m

strictly convex, continuous, piecewise quadratic edge cost functions Fe(x), e # E;
FIND: maximal set ! + R$0 s.t. there is a feasible !ow for all demands in {!q |! # !}

map x : !"Rm

s.t. x(!) ! (xe(!))e#E is a minimum cost !ow for demands !q for all ! #!.
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functions then corresponds to the resistance of the edge. In light of this connection, we call the relaxation an elec-
trical !ow.

In Section 3, we study the parametric computation of electrical !ows for the special case where all marginal
cost functions fe are continuous and homogeneous (i.e., fe(0) ! 0). For an electrical network, the continuity of the
marginal cost function implies that the electrical current along an edge depends continuously on the differences
of the voltages of its end vertices. This is a reasonable assumption for electrical networks as long as there are no
special components such as transistors or diodes. The homogeneity of the marginal cost functions implies that
the all-zero !ow can be realized by an all-zero voltage. This is sensible as long as there are no active components
on the edges that produce power. Under these two assumptions, we propose an algorithm that computes para-
metric electrical !ows x(!) for all ! # R$0 such that x(!) satis"es the demands !q for all !. Our algorithm starts
with the all-zero potential vector that induces the all-zero electrical !ow by assumption. Then, the parameter ! is
increased continuously. As long as the support of the !ow does not change, there is a linear and bijective rela-
tionship between vertex potentials and !ows that can be expressed by a weighted graph Laplacian (where the
weights correspond to the conductivities of the support). When a new edge enters or leaves the support, a new
Laplacian can be computed by a simple and computational inexpensive rank 1 update. The case where multiple
edges enter or leave the support at the same ! can be treated by an implicit perturbation technique similar to per-
turbation techniques for the Simplex algorithm. This yields an algorithm that is output-polynomial when no per-
turbation is needed.

In Section 4, we generalize this method to the case of discontinuous and nonhomogeneous marginal cost func-
tions fe. For electrical networks, discontinuous marginal cost functions allow to model special components such
as diodes or transistors that let only special !ows pass. More importantly, this extended method is able to solve
PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW by replacing all original marginal cost functions fe by new marginal cost functions f̃e
de"ned by f̃e(x) ! fe(x) for x $ 0 and f̃e(x) ! %) for x < 0. The new marginal cost functions f̃e are discontinuous
and essentially act as diodes that let only !ow in one direction pass. A similar construction also allows to model
upper bounds ue on the !ow on edge e. To treat also lower bounds le on the !ow on an edge, we allow also for
nonhomogeneous cost functions fe. Mathematically, this is challenging because the all-zero potential vector may
then not be feasible for the all-zero !ow. We circumvent this issue by extending our algorithm by an additional
phase that computes a feasible potential vector for the all-zero !ow. Being able to treat noncontinuous marginal
cost functions not necessarily satisfying fe(0) ! 0 thus allows us to solve PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW WITH LOWER

AND UPPER CAPACITIES.

Figure 1. Input and solution of the parametric mincost !ow problem discussed in Example 1.

(a) (b)

(c)
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In Section 5, we generalize our method to multi-commodity mincost !ows.
Finally, in Section 6, we show that our method runs, except for degenerate cases, in output-polynomial time;

that is, it runs in polynomial time in the size of the input and the output function x, where the latter is deter-
mined by the number of its breakpoints L.

3. Electrical Flows with Homogeneous and Continuous Marginal Costs
Relaxing the non-negativity constraint of the piecewise quadratic mincost !ow problem (QF), we obtain the
problem

min
"

e#E
Fe(xe) s:t: Cx ! q: (EF)

This problem is still de"ned on a directed graph G, but for all edges both positive !ow values (going in the direc-
tion of the edge) and negative !ow values (going in the opposite direction) is allowed.

This setting can be interpreted as an electrical !ow in the following way. In the linear case where fe(x) ! ax
with a > 0, the marginal cost function represents Ohm’s law stating that the voltage along an electrical conductor
is proportional to the electrical current on this edge, where the slope a is the constant resistance of the conductor.
In this section, we assume that the marginal cost function fe is continuous, strictly increasing, piecewise linear,
and homogeneous (i.e., fe(0) ! 0). The physical interpretation of the latter condition is that we only allow passive
components (i.e., power consuming components such as resistors or motors) and exclude active components
(i.e., power generating components such as batteries). We will generalize our setting to discontinuous and non-
homogeneous marginal cost functions in Section 4.

The following characterization of electrical !ows for continuous cost functions is a direct corollary of Lemma 1
after relaxing the non-negativity constraints.

Corollary 1. A vector x # Rm is an electrical !ow solving (EF) for continuous marginal cost functions fe, e # E if and only if
there is a vector " # Rn of vertex potentials such that

%w %%v ! fe(xe) for all e ! (v,w) # E, (6a)

Cx ! q: (6b)

Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Lemma 1 using that the non-negativity conditions, the dual multi-
pliers µe are relaxed and that the marginal cost functions are continuous, and hence, f+e (x) ! f%e (x) for all
x # R, e # E. w

The optimality conditions from Lemma 1 are known as Ohm’s Law (6a) and Kirchhoff’s law (6b). In this sec-
tion, we are interested in the following relaxation of PARAMETRIC MINCOST FLOW.

3.1. Structure of Electrical Flows
In order to compute an electrical !ow, it is suf"cient to solve the system (6a)-(6b). Note that (6a) can be solved
uniquely for xe as we assume that the functions fe are strictly increasing. The !ow x is determined by the differ-
ences in the potential %w %%v along edges rather than the absolute values. In order to obtain unique solutions,
we "x the potential at some vertex s # V. We use the convention that the potential of the vertex s :! v1 is normal-
ized to zero, that is, %s :! 0. From now on, we only consider potentials in the subspace

" :! {" # Rn | %s ! 0} (7)

of Rn containing all potential vectors that are normalized to zero at the vertex s # V. We refer to " as the potential
space.

In the case of linear marginal cost functions fe, the system (6a)-(6b) is a system of linear equations and can be
solved directly. Because we assume that the function fe is piecewise linear, it will be convenient to consider

PARAMETRIC ELECTRICAL FLOW

GIVEN: graph G ! (V,E), demand vector q, strictly increasing, piecewise linear marginal cost functions fe(x), e # E;
FIND: map x : R"Rm

s.t. x(!) ! (xe(!))e#E is an electrical !ow for demands !q for all ! $ 0.
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regions in the space of all potentials " where the functions fe are linear. More precisely, we de"ne regions R +"
such that the function

f%1 :"" Rm " 0" f%1(") :! ( f%1e (%w %%v))e#E
is a linear function for all " # R. Given the correct region, the system (6a)-(6b) is again a linear system that can be
solved easily.

To de"ne the regions, recall that for every edge e there is a set Te ! {1, : : : , t̄e} and t̄e + 1 breakpoints (e, t # R *
{%), +)}, t # {1, : : : , t̄e + 1} such that %) ! (e,1 < (e,2 < : : : < (e,t̄ e < (e,t̄e+1 !). Furthermore, for all t # Te, there
are constants ae, t > 0 and be, t # R such that fe(x) ! ae, t x+ be, t for all x # [(e, t,(e, t+1]. Let )e, t :! fe((e, t) be the value of
fe at every breakpoint (e, t with the convention that fe(%)) :! %) and f (+)) :! +). Furthermore, let
T̄ :! Te1 , : : : , Tem .

Then, for every t # T̄, we refer to the polytope

Rt :! {" #" | )e,te & !/
e " & )e,te+1 for all edges e # E} (8)

as the region in the potential space corresponding to t # T̄. Considering regions in the potential space has the advan-
tage that for every " # Rt. Equation (6a) has the explicit solution

xe ! f%1e (%w %%v) !
1
ae,te

(%w %%v)%
be,te
ae,te

for all e # E. In particular, we obtain a closed form for the function f%1 for all potentials " # Rt. For an illustration
of these concepts, we give the following example.

Example 2. Consider the graph from Figure 2(a) with piecewise linear marginal cost functions on the edges. Ev-
ery marginal cost function has three breakpoints (including the arti"cial breakpoints %),)), that is, Te ! {1, 2}.
The set T̄ ! {1,2}3 contains eight possible combinations. Thus, there are eight regions Rt, t # T̄. As an example, con-
sider the region Rt with t ! (1,1,2)/. This is the set of all potentials belonging to !ows with xe1 & 3 and xe2 & 2 and
xe3 $ 1. The respective inequalities in (8) read %v %%s & )e1,2 ! fe1(3) ! 3 for the edge e1, %t %%v & )e2,2 ! fe2(2) ! 2 for
the edge e2, and %t %%s $ )e2,2 ! fe3(1) ! 1. Figure 2(b) shows all region polytopes in the potential space for "xed
%s ! 0. There are only seven regions in Figure 2(b) because the region R(2,2,1)/ is empty as the respective inequal-
ities in (8) are inconsistent. By de"nition, the function f%1 has a closed, linear form in every region. In particular,
for region R(1,1,2)/ , the function has the explicit linear form f%1(") ! (%v %%s,%t %%v, 14 (%t %%s + 3)) for all poten-
tials " ! (%s,%v ,%t)/ # R(1,1,2)/ . Hence, for example, the potential " ! (0,1,2)/ # R(1,1,2)/ induces the !ow
x ! f%1(") ! (1,1, 54)

/, meaning that this !ow x together with the potential " satisfy the optimality conditions of
Lemma 1.

Figure 2. (a) A graph with piecewise linear marginal cost functions. (b) The potential space" for "xed %s ! 0. The breakpoints
of the cost functions induce boundary hyperplanes (dashed lines, with normal vectors ce) that subdivide the space into regions.

(a) (b)
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The following lemma gives an explicit matrix form for the induced !ow function f%1 inside a region Rt.

Lemma 2. The function f%1 :"" Rm is a well-de"ned, piecewise linear, and injective function. For any t # T̄, the induced
!ow f%1(") of any potential " # Rt can be expressed as

f%1(") ! CtC/"%dt,

where Ct is the diagonal matrix Ct ! diag(ce1,te1 , ce2,te2 , : : : , cem,tem ) ! diag(1=ae1,te1 , : : : , 1=aem,tem ) of conductances and
dt is the vector dt ! (de1,te1 ,: : : ,dem ,tem )

/ ! (b1,t1=a1,t1 ,: : : ,bem,tem =aem,tem )
/.

Proof. Given a potential " #", its induced !ow satis"es %w %%v ! fe(xe). Because the marginal cost functions fe
are strictly increasing and piecewise linear, their inverse f%1e exists and is piecewise linear as well. Hence, the "rst
part follows. The second part follows immediately from the de"nition of the region Rt and the closed form solu-
tion of (6a) for all potentials " # Rt. w

Lemma 2 shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between potentials in " and potential based !ows
(i.e., !ows satisfying (6a)). Hence, it will be suf"cient to compute the potentials " of a solution—the explicit func-
tion f%1 yields the corresponding electrical !ow. A potential " is a potential of an electrical !ow, if its induced !ow
x ! f%1(") satis"es (6b) as well. Thus, with the explicit form from Lemma 2, we obtain that given demands q, a po-
tential " # Rt is a potential of an electrical !ow (and, hence, the !ow x ! f%1(") is an electrical !ow) if and only if

Lt"% d̃t ! q, (9)

where Lt :! CCtC/ and d̃t :! Cdt.

Definition 1. The matrix Lt :! CCtC/ is called the weighted Laplacian matrix of G in Rt.

The following lemma states some well-known properties of Laplacians of weighted graphs (Grone [23], Merris
[42], Mohar et al. [45]).

Lemma 3. For all t # T̄, the Laplacian Lt ! CCtC/ has the following properties:
i. The rank of Lt is n% nC where nC is the number of connected components and two vertices are considered connected if

they are connected by an edge with ce,te ! 0.
ii. The matrix Lt is positive semi-de"nite.
iii. The row sum and column sum of Lt is zero for every row or column.
iv. The term f G is connected then the reduced Laplacian matrix L̂t obtained from the matrix Lt by deleting the "rst row and

column is positive de"nite and inverse-positive, i.e., L%1
t $ 0.

From Lemma 3(i) and (iii), we infer that the nullspace of the Laplacian matrix Lt is spanned by the all-ones vec-
tor 1 # Rn, that is, ker (Lt) ! span(1). Thus, the mapping " 0" Lt"% d̃t is injective on the subspace ", and hence,
(9) has a unique solution " in " for a "xed demand vector q. In particular, there is a unique generalized inverse
of Lt (that is a matrix L'

t with LtL'
tLt ! Lt) that maps into ". This unique generalized inverse is

L'
t :!

0 0/

0 L̂
%1

% &
,

where L̂ is the matrix obtained from Lt by deleting the "rst row and column. This matrix maps into " by de"ni-
tion and it can be easily checked that it is a generalized inverse of Lt. Overall, given the correct region Rt, the electri-
cal !ow solving the system (6a)-(6b) is

x ! f%1(") ! f%1(L'
t(q+ d̃t)) ! CtCL'

t(q+ d̃t)%dt:

The central part of computing an electrical !ow in the case of piecewise linear marginal cost functions fe therefore
lies in "nding the correct region Rt such that the potential of the solution lies in that region.

3.2. Structure of Parametric Electrical Flows
Because the objective function in (EF) is strictly convex, there is a unique eletrical !ow for every demand vector q
with "

v#V qv ! 0. The function f : Rm "" is injective; thus, there is also a unique potential " #" for every de-
mand vector q. Hence, given some demand vector q, the function ! 0" "(!) with "(!) being the unique potential
in" of the electrical !ow for demand !q, ! $ 0 is well de"ned. We refer to this function ! 0" "(!) as the solution
curve in the potential space of the PARAMETRIC ELECTRICAL FLOW problem. Given the solution curve "(·), the function

x : R$0 " Rm, ! 0" f%1("(!))
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is the (unique) solution to PARAMETRIC ELECTRICAL FLOW. We have shown that the computation of electrical !ows
and their potentials (and thus the computation of the solution curve) depends on "nding the correct regions in
which the solution (curve) lies. To this end, we consider the sets

"t ! {" # Rt | 1! $ 0 with Lt"% d̃t ! !q}
and refer to "t as the solution segment in region Rt. The set "t contains all potentials belonging to the image of the
solution curve that lie in the region Rt. Some regions may not contain any potential of the image of "(·), then
"t ! 2 and we call these regions infeasible regions. For every region, we de"ne the potential direction !"t :! L'

tq and
the potential offset "t :! L'

t d̃t. Together with the de"nition of the region Rt, we then obtain

"t ! {"t +!!"t | 1! $ 0 with )e,te & !/
e ("t +!!"t) & )e,te+1 for all edges e # E}: (10)

Thus, the solution segment in region Rt is a (possibly empty) segment of the line "t +!!"t (see Figure 3(a) for a
graphical representation of the segments of the solution curve). The inequalities in (10) can be solved for !, yield-
ing an explicit lower and upper bound on ! for which "t +!!"t is part of the solution curve.

Theorem 1. The image of the solution curve is the union of the solution segments, that is,

"(R$0) :! {"(!) | ! $ 0} !
'

t#T̄
"t:

Furthermore, for every region Rt, there are numbers !min
t and !max

t such that
"t ! {"t +!!"t | ! # [!min

t ,!max
t ]}: (11)

Proof. The "rst part follows directly from the de"nition of the solution segments "t. If " #"t for some t then by
de"nition its induced !ow is an electrical !ow for demand !q. On the other hand, if " ! "(!) for some ! $ 0,
then " # Rt for some t. However, then it must be also in"t by de"nition.

For the second part, let t # T̄ and de"ne the values

!t(e) :!
)e,te %!/

e "t

!/
e !"t

!t(e) :!
)e,te+1 %!/

e "t

!/
e !"t

for every edge e # E with !/
e !"t ! 0. The values !t(e) and !t(e) are the ! values for which the inequalities in (10)

are satis"ed with equality. De"ning
!min

t :!max ({!t(e) | !/
e !"t > 0} * {!t(e) | !/

e !"t < 0} * {0})
!max

t :!min ({!t(e) | !/
e !"t < 0} * {!t(e) | !/

e !"t > 0})
yields (11). w

Figure 3. The solution curve and the electrical !ow function in the network from Example 2 for the demand q ! (qs ,qv ,qt)/ !
(%1, 0, 1), that is, for s-t !ows. (a) The solution curve (thick line) inside the potential space and regions with potential directions
!%t. (b) The electrical !ow functions for this example ! 0" x(!) ! f%1("(!)).

(a) (b)
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We note that for infeasible regions, we have !min
t > !max

t yielding an empty interval [!min
t ,!max

t ]. Furthermore,
it is possible that !max

t !) for some regions. In these regions, the solution curve can be extended to in"nity.
The results of this section and Theorem 1 can be summarized as follows. In order to solve PARAMETRIC ELECTRI-

CAL FLOWS, it is suf"cient to compute the solution curve "(·) as the equilibrium !ows can be obtained from it us-
ing the induced !ow function f%1. The solution curve itself consists of linear line segments in different regions of
the potential space ". Every of these line segments has the form stated in Theorem 1 with a "xed domain
[!min

t ,!max
t ]. This domain as well as the offset %t and the direction vector !"t that de"ne the line segment in ev-

ery region can be computed with the generalized inverse of the Laplacian matrix L'
t .

Figure 3 depicts the piecewise linear solution curve ! 0" "(!) inside the potential space (Figure 3(a)) and the
electrical !ow functions (Figure 3(b)) solving PARAMETRIC ELECTRICAL FLOWS ! 0" x(!) ! f%1("(!)) for the graph
from Example 2 for the demand q ! (qs,qv ,qt)/ ! (%1,0,1)/.

3.3. Basic Algorithm for Electrical Flows
We are now ready to describe our basic algorithm solving PARAMETRIC ELECTRICAL FLOW. As shown in the last sec-
tion, it suf"ces to compute the solution curve "(·) in the potential space. The latter consists of piecewise linear
line segments that we compute with our algorithm. The basic idea is the following: We start with the zero !ow
x(0) ! 0 for ! ! 0. Because fe(0) ! 0, this !ow is induced by the potential "0 ! 0. Then, we determine t such that
"0 # Rt. By Theorem 1, this allows us to compute the whole line segment "t in that region. Finally, we perform a
pivoting step that yields a new, feasible region Rt( such that the line segment "t( in this new region extends the
line segment "t of the old section. Then we iterate these steps until we end up in a region where we can extend
the solution curve to in"nity. Algorithm 1 summarizes these steps in pseudo-code. We proceed by describing the
steps of the algorithm in more detail.

Algorithm 1 (Basic Algorithm)
Input: Directed graph G with piecewise linear, homogeneous, strictly increasing, and continuous marginal

cost functions f : R" R, demand vector q
Output: Piecewise function x : R$0 " Rm s.t. x(!) is a mincost !ow for all ! $ 0
choose t such that 0 # Rt;
compute L'

t ;
!min 3 0;
repeat

compute "t,!"t and !
max

t
;

x(!)3 CtC/(%t +!!"t)%dt for ! # [!min
t ,!max

t ];!min 3 !max
t ;

(t,L'
t)3 PivotStep(Rt);

until !max
t !);

return x

3.3.1. Initialization. For ! ! 0, the electrical !ow is the trivial zero !ow x ! 0 with potential " ! 0. We "nd the vec-
tor t0 such that xe ! 0 # [(e,t0e ,(e,t0e+1] is satis"ed for all e # E by iterating through all edges and all breakpoints of
the cost functions, and we obtain the "rst region Rt0 . For this region, we set up the Laplacian matrix Lt0 and com-
pute its generalized inverse L'

t0 .

3.3.2. Main Loop. In every iteration of the main loop, we assume that we are given some region Rti and the gener-
alized inverse of the corresponding Laplacian matrix L'

ti . The latter enables us to compute the potential offset
and direction vectors "ti and !"ti of the current region. With these vectors, we obtain the values !ti(e) and !ti(e)
for all edges e # E and thus the interval [!min

ti ,!max
ti ].

To "nd the next region Rti+1 , we introduce the notion of neighboring regions. We call two regions Rt1 ,Rt2 neigh-
boring if t2 ! t16ue for some edge e, where ue is the unit vector with the nonzero entry in the component corre-
sponding to the edge e. The edge e is called boundary edge in this case. Two neighboring regions are separated by
a hyperplane induced by the equation !/

e " ! )e,te , where e is the boundary edge. Let

E'
ti :! {e # E | !/

e !"ti < 0 and !ti(e) ! !max
ti or !/

e !"ti > 0 and !ti(e) ! !max
ti }

be the set of all edges that contribute to the minimum in the computation of !max
ti . We will show that the neigh-

boring regions of Rti that are induced by boundary edges e' # E'
ti are candidates for the next region. There are

three possible cases:
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1. There is no boundary edge, that is, E'
ti ! 2. Then !max

ti !) and we stop.
2. There is a unique boundary edge e' # E'

ti inducing !max
ti i.e. |E'

ti | ! 1.
3. There are multiple edges inducing !max

ti , that is, |E'
ti | > 1. We say the region Rti is degenerate.

In general, we say an instance of PARAMETRIC ELECTRICAL FLOW is a degenerate instance if there are feasible, degen-
erate regions. Figure 4 depicts the two possible pivoting situation: In Figure 4(a) there is a unique boundary that
is crossed by the solution curve while in Figure 4(b) multiple boundaries intersect in one point traversed by the
solution curve leading to a degenerate pivoting step.

3.3.3. Pivoting. First, we establish the following theorem about neighboring regions that proves a connection be-
tween the (generalized inverses of the) Laplacian matrices of two neighboring regions. In the following theorem
and throughout the paper, sgn : R" R denotes the sign function de"ned as sgn(x) ! %1 if x < 0, sgn(x) ! 1 if x >
0, and sgn(x) ! 0 otherwise.

Theorem 2. Let Rti and Rti+1 be two neighboring regions with the boundary edge e and let !ce :! ce,ti+1e
% ce,tie . Then,

i. The generalized inverse of the Laplacian matrix in region Rti+1 mapping to" is

L'
ti+1 ! In %

!ce
1+!ce!/

e L
'
ti!e

L'
ti !e !

/
e

# $
L'
ti

where In is the n , n identity matrix.
ii. The potential directions of the neighboring regions satisfy sgn(!/

e !"ti) ! sgn(!/
e !"ti+1).

Proof. By the de"nition of !ce, we have Cti+1 ! Cti +diag(0, : : : , 0,!ce, 0, : : : , 0). Therefore, we have Lti+1 ! CCti+1

C/ ! Lti +!ce!e!
/
e . Denoting by !̂ the vector obtained from ! by deleting the "rst component, we then obtain

L̂ti+1 ! L̂ti +!ce!̂e!̂
/
e : (12)

The Sherman-Morrison formula (Hager [25], Sherman and Morrison [53]) yields

L̂
%1
ti+1 ! In%1 %

!ce
1+!ce!̂/

e L̂
%1
ti !̂e

L̂
%1
ti !̂e !̂

/
e

% &
L̂
%1
ti :

The de"nition of the generalized inverse L' implies that !̂/
e L̂

%1
ti !̂e ! !/

e L
'
ti!e. Because L' is L̂

%1
with an additional

zero row and column, we directly obtain (i).
For any two vectors v,w # Rn, the determinant identity det (In + vw/) ! 1+w/v holds true (Harville [27, corol-

lary 18.1.3]). Hence, we obtain
det (L̂ti+1) ! det In%1 +!ce!̂e!̂

/
e L̂

%1
ti

( )
det L̂ti

( )
! 1+!ce!̂/

e L̂
%1
ti !̂e

( )
det (L̂ti)

and thus

!/
e !p

i+1 ! !/
e In %

!ce
1+!ce!/

e L
'
ti!e

L'
ti !e !

/
e

# $
L'
tiq

! 1
1+!ce!/

e L
'
ti!e

!/
e L

'
tiq ! det (L̂ti+1)

det (L̂ti)
!/
e !p

i:

The matrices L̂ti and L̂ti+1 are positive de"nite by Lemma 3(iv) implying det (L̂ti)=det (L̂ti+1) > 0 and proving (ii). w

Figure 4. Two possible pivoting situations: (a) |E'| ! 1: There is a unique boundary edge e' inducing exactly one hyperplane to
cross. The potential directions !%ti and !%ti+1 have the same orientation wrt. the vector ce' as shown in Theorem 2(ii). (b) |E'| > 1:
Multiple hyperplanes intersect in the boundary point of Rti . The solution curve continues in exactly one of the adjacent regions.

(a) (b)
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Theorem 2(i) provides an easy update formula for the generalized inverse of the neighboring region. In fact,
there is just a simple rank 1 update needed to obtain the new generalized inverse. Using part (ii) of Theorem 2,
we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Let Rt be a feasible region and e # E'
t . Furthermore, let t( :! t+ sgn(!/

e !%t)ue. Then, Rt( is feasible and
!min

t( ! !max
t .

Proof. Because e # E'
t , the potential "t +!max

t !"t lies on the boundary between Rt and Rt( . Thus,
"t +!max

t !"t # Rt( . Because all !ows and potentials are unique, this potential is still a potential for an electrical
!ow for demand !q. Thus, !max

t $ !min
t( . Assume that !/

e !"t > 0. Then !max
t was induced by the breakpoint )e,te+1,

that is, !max
t ! !t(e). By de"nition of t(, )e,te+1 ! )e, t(e . Furthermore, by Theorem 2(ii), we have that !/

e !"t( > 0.
Thus, the value !t((e) contributes to the maximum in the computation of !min

t . Because the potential "t +!max
t !"t

lies on the boundary between the two regions, !t( ! !max
t , and thus !max

t $ !min
t( and the claim follows. w

3.3.3.1. Pivoting in Nondegenerate Regions. Assume that the current region Rt is nondegenerate, that is,
|E'

t | ! 1. Then there is a unique e' # E such that E'
t ! {e'}. We de"ne the nondegenerate pivot rule as

t 0" t( :! t+ sgn(!'
e'!"t)ue' : (13)

Corollary 2 implies that the pivoting rule from (13) yields a feasible region with !min
t( ! !max

t , and hence the algo-
rithm can proceed in this region.

3.3.3.2. Pivoting in Degenerate Regions. We want to derive a pivoting rule that is well de"ned in every region,
even in the presence of degenerate regions. The basic idea for this is the following. In addition to the solution
curve ! 0" "(!) we de"ne a new solution curve ! 0" "*(!) that is de"ned like the original solution curve but
starts in a slightly perturbed initial potential "0 + #, where # # Rn is a small vector depending on a "xed * > 0.
Then, we prove that "(·) and "*(·) have the same feasible regions, except for some regions that are not relevant
for the solution. We further show that the curve "*(·) has no degenerate regions. Hence, we can compute it with
the unique pivoting rule for nondegenerate regions stated before. See Figure 5(a) for a visual respresentation of
this idea. Because both curves have the same feasible regions, we derive a unique pivoting rule for the original
solution curve from the behavior of the perturbed curve "*(·), even in case of degeneracy. In particular, we will
argue that it is not necessary to compute the perturbed curve explicitly, but that it is possible to retrace its
course implicitly, yielding a lexicographic pivoting rule.

Formally, for some * > 0, we de"ne the potential perturbation vector # :! (0,*1,*2, : : : ,*n%1) #". Analogous to
the initial potential of the original solution curve "0 ! 0, we de"ne the initial potential of the perturbed solution
curve "0,* :! "0 + #.

First, we show that the initial region of the perturbed solution curve is well de"ned and that we can "nd it
polynomial time. See also Figure 5(b) that depicts the relation between the potential "0 and the initial region Rt0,* .

Lemma 4. There is a unique region Rt0,* and *' > 0 such that "0 # Rt0,* and "0 + # # Rt0,* for all 0 < * < *'. Furthermore,
the region Rt0,* can be found in O(m) time.

Proof. First, observe that for every edge e # E, there are numbers j1, j2 # N such that !/
e # ! *j1 % *j2 or, if e is inci-

dent to the vertex with index 1, !/
e # ! 6*j1 , that is, !/

e # is either a monomial in * or the difference of two such
monomials. Thus, all roots of !/

e # can only be zero or one and we get that, for all 0 < * < 1, the sign of !/
e # is cons-

tant and |!/
e #| < *. We claim that there is a unique region Rt satisfying both

"0 # Rt, and !/
e "

0 > )e,te for all edges e # E: (14)

To prove the claim, we consider the following construction. Choose any region containing "0. If !/
e # ! )e,te for

some edge, then move to the adjacent region with t(e ! te % 1. This ensures that !/
e # < )e, t(e without violating the

feasibility of "0.
We partition the edges into sets

Ē1 :! {e # E | !/
e "

0 < )e,te+1},
Ē2 :! {e # E | !/

e "
0 ! )e,te+1 and sgn(!/

e #) ! 1},
Ē3 :! {e # E | !/

e "
0 ! )e,te+1 and sgn(!/

e #) ! %1}:
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We de"ne
*̃1 :! min {)e,te+1 % !/

e "
0 | e # Ē1},

*̃2 :! min {)e,te+2 % !/
e "

0 | e # Ē2},
*̃3 :! min {!/

e "
0 % )e,te | e # E},

*' :! min {*̃1, *̃2, *̃3, 1}:
Note that *̃1, *̃2, *̃3 > 0 and thus *' > 0.

We claim that Rt0,* with t0,* :! t+"
e#Ē2

ue has the claimed properties. Using (14), we have that )e,te & !/
e "

0 &
)e,te+1 for every edge e # E. Because t*e ! te for all edges e ! E2, we get by the de"nition of *' and the fact that
|!/

e #| < * that
)e,t*e ! )e,te < "0 +!/

e # < )e,te+1 ! )e,t*e+1,

where the last inequality follows again by the de"nition of *' for all edges e # Ē1, and by the fact that !/
e # < 0 for

all edges e # Ē3. For e # Ē2, we get
)e,t*e ! )e,te+1 ! "0 < "0 +!/

e # < )e,te+2 ! )e,t*e+1

by !/
e # > 0 and the de"nition of *̃3. Hence, "0 + # # Rt0,* , as well as "0 # Rt0,* by de"nition.

The region Rt* can be found ef"ciently in the following steps. (1) Find a region that contains "0 by checking all
breakpoints for all edges. (2) Find the region Rt as previously claimed by checking if !/

e # ! )e,te . (3) Find the re-
gion Rt0,* by checking whether sgn(!/

e #) is positive or negative for all e # Ē2. By the previous considerations, this
can be checked by comparing the exponents j1 and j2 of the polynomial !/

e #. w

Let Rt0,* be the region de"ned in Lemma 4. Then we de"ne the perturbed solution curve ! 0" "*(!) as follows:
For every ! $ 0, the potential "*(!) induces an equilibrium !ow with the excess !q+Lt0,*#. Recall, that the solu-
tion curve "(·) is de"ned likewise but induces !ows with excess vectors !q. Thus, we can interpret the perturbed
solution curve as a solution to our initial problem, but with a small perturbation on the excess vectors; that is, ev-
ery electrical !ow induced by the perturbed solution curve is perturbed by a small auxiliary !ow.

The perturbed solution curve is computed like the original solution curve, but the Laplacian system Lt"% d̃t !
!q is replaced by Lt"% d̃t ! !q+Lt0,*#. Then, we characterize the segments of the perturbed solution curve in re-
gion Rt (i.e., potentials in region Rt that induce !ows with the correct excess) as before by

"*
t ! {"t +!!"t +L'

tLt0,*# | ! # [!min,*
t ,!max,*

t ]},
where we use the values

!*
t (e) :!

)e,te %!/
e "t %!/

e L
'
tLt0,*#

!/
e !%t

and !
*
t (e) :!

)e,te+1 %!/
e "t %!/

e L
'
tLt0,*#

!/
e !%t

Figure 5. (a) The solution curve (thick line) with a nondegenerate and a degenerate pivot step. The perturbed solution curve
(dotted line) starts in the initial potential "0,* perturbed by the vector #. It performs the same nondegenerate boundary crossing,
whereas there are several, nondegenerate boundary crossings for the degenerate crossing of the original solution curve. (b) The
initial potential "0 is feasible in multiple regions. The dotted curve shows all possible perturbed initial potentials "0,* ! "0 + # for
all * > 0. The highlighted regions mark the regions Rt and Rt0,* de"ned in Lemma 4. For small *, the curve of all perturbed poten-
tials "0,* ! "0 + # is in the "xed, unique region Rt0,* .

(a) (b)
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and de"ne !min,*
t and !max,*

t analogously to the unperturbed case. We de"ne for every edge e # E the vector me,t :!
% 1

!/
e !%t

Lt0,*L
'
t!e and the polynomial

pe,t(*) :!m/
e,t# ! % 1

!/
e !%t

!/
e L

'
tLt0,*#:

Then we observe that !*
t (e) ! !t(e) + pe,t(*) and !

*
t (e) ! !t(e) + pe,t(*). We say a vector $1 ! (+11, : : : ,+1n) # Rn is lexi-

cographically smaller than the vector $2 ! (+21, : : : ,+2n) # Rn if there is i # {2, : : : ,n}1 with +1j ! +2j for all j < i and
+1i < +2i and denote this by $14LEX $2. The following lemma states some basic properties of the perturbation pe,t(*)
added to the values !*

t (e) and !
*
t (e) of the perturbed solution curve.

Lemma 5. For any region Rt let Xt :! L'
tLt0,* . Then,

i. the left nullspace of Xt is ker(X/
t ) ! span(u1), where u1 # R is the "rst unit vector.

ii.We have X/
t Cv ! 0 if and only if v ! 0 # Rm.

iii. There is *'t such that for all 0 < * < *'t and any two edges e1, e2 # E, we have pe1,t(*) < pe2,t(*) if and only if
me1,t4LEXme2,t.

Proof. By de"nition of L'
t we get that X/

t u1 ! Lt*L'
tu1 ! 0. The matrix Lt0,* is invertible on "; thus, by the proper-

ties of generalized inverses, L'
t*Lt0,* is the projection onto ". Because L'

t maps to ", we obtain Lt0,*L
'
tv ! 0 only if

L'
tv ! 0. Because the nullspace of L'

t is the span of u1, (i) follows. Every column of C has zero sum; hence, Cv has
also zero sum for any v # Rm. Thus, u1 is not in the column space of C, and (ii) follows by (i). Finally, (iii) follows
by the fact, that pe,t is a polynomial in * with pe,t(0) ! 0 with coef"cient vectorme,t. w

We proceed to prove a result relating the feasible regions of the perturbed and the original solution curve.

Lemma 6. There exists *' > 0 such that, for all 0 < * < *', the following holds.
i. Let Rt be an infeasible region, that is,"t ! 2. Then"*

t ! 2 as well.
ii. Let Rt be a feasible region with !max

t > !min
t . Then !max,*

t > !min,*
t .

iii. Let Rt be a nondegenerate region, that is, |E'
t | & 1. Then, E',*

t ! E'
t .

Proof. Because pe,t(*) is a polynomial in " with pe,t(0) ! 0, we can "nd, for every ' > 0, an *' > 0 such that |pe,t(*)| <
' for all 0 < * < *'.

Consider some "xed, infeasible region Rt. Then, !min
t > !max

t . If one of these values is in"nite (because the max-
imum/minimum was taken over an empty set), then the corresponding values !min,*

t or !max,*
t are also in"nite

and thus "*
t ! 2 as well. Now, assume that !min

t > !max
t and both values are "nite. Then, ' :! !min

t %!max
t > 0.

Choose *',1t such that |pe,t(*)| < '
2 for all edges e # E and all 0 < * < *',1t . (This is possible because E is "nite.) Denote

by e1 and e2 the edges for which the maximum/minimum is attained in !min,*
t and !max,*

t . Because !*
t (e) !

!t(e)% pe,t(*) and !
*
t (e) ! !t(e)% pe,t(*), we get !min,*

t %!max,*
t > !min

t %!max
t % pe1,t + pe2,t > '% '

2%
'
2 ! 0. Hence, for

all 0 < * < *,1t , the region Rt is infeasible in the degenerate instance as well. Because there is only a "nite number
of regions, *',1 :!min {*',1t | "t ! 2} > 0, and thus (i) is true when choosing 0 < *' & *',1.

With the same argumentation (by setting ' :! !max
t %!min

t > 0), we "nd an *',2, such that (ii) is true.
Finally, if Rt is nondegenerate, then there is a unique edge e' inducing the minimum in the computation of

!max . Thus, similar to the "rst part of the proof, for every region Rt, we can "nd an *',3t such that |pe,t(*)| < '
2,

where ' is the difference of the second lowest value in the computation of the minimum for !max
t and !max

t . Then
the minimum of in the computation of !max,*

t is attained for the same (unique) edge e' as in the minimization of
!max

t , proving (iii). Using *' :!min {*',1,*',2,*',3} completes the proof. w

Lemma 6 shows that, for * small enough, every region that is feasible for the perturbed solution curve is also
feasible for the original solution curve. The converse is true for all regions with !max

t > !min
t and, furthermore, for

every nondegenerate region, the same edge induces the !max of the region for the perturbed and the unperturbed
solution curve. Thus, the perturbed and the unperturbed solution curve behave similar in almost all regions.
Only the regions with !max

t ! !min
t that are feasible for the solution curve can also be infeasible for the perturbed

solution curve. However, these regions do not contribute to the actual solution curve, as they only de"ne one
point. Therefore, it is enough to track the regions that are feasible for the perturbed solution curve. We proceed
to show that we can compute the course of the perturbed solution curve with our basic algorithm as there are no
degenerate regions for the perturbed solution curve.

Theorem 3. There is *' > 0 such that for all 0 < * < *' and every region Rt, we have |E',*
t | & 1.
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Proof. Assume toward a contradiction that in every interval (0,*'), there are in"nitely many values *1 > *2 > *3 >
: : : > 0 such that for every *i, there is a region Rt with |E',*i

t | $ 2 for all i ! 1, 2, : : : . Because there are only "nitely
many regions and also only "nitely many (pairs of) edges, we can assume that there is one "xed region Rt and
two distinct edges e1, e2 such that there are in"nitely many values *1 > *2 > *3 > : : : > 0 with {e1, e2} + E',*i

t for all
i ! 1, 2, : : : . Without loss of generality, we furthermore assume that !/

e1!"t > 0 and !/
e2!"t > 0 because the orienta-

tion of the edges can be chosen arbitrarily. We then infer from the de"nition of E',*i
t that !max,*i

t ! !
*i
t (e1) ! !

*i
t (e2).

By choosing *' small enough, we ensure that this also implies that !t(e1) ! !t(e2). Hence, we know that, for all
i ! 1, 2, : : : , we have pe1,t(*i) ! pe2,t(*i). Thus, the polynomial p(*) :! pe1,t(*)% pe2,t(*) has in"nitely many distinct
roots and must therefore by the zero polynomial. By the de"nition of pe,t(*), this yields

1
!/
e1!"t

!/
e1 %

1
!/
e2!"t

!/
e2

% &
L'
tLt0,* ! 0:

By Lemma 5, this implies that !/
e1 ! !/

e2 . Because we do not allow for parallel edges, we get e1 ! e2, which is a
contradiction. w

The previous results can be summarized as follows. Every feasible region of the perturbed solution curve is
also a feasible region for the original solution curve. Furthermore, every nontrivial, feasible region of the original
solution curve (that is a region Rt with !min

t < !max
t , i.e., a region that contributes a function part that de"nes

more than a single point of the output functions x) is also feasible for the perturbed solution curve. Hence, it is
no restriction to only consider regions feasible for the perturbed solution curve. In nondegenerate regions, both
solution curves have the same behavior (i.e., !max is determined by the same edge), so the pivot rule from the
nondegenerate case can be used to track the behavior of the perturbed curve. In a degenerate region, we can "nd
the unique edge in E',*

t by "nding the edge in E'
t that minimizes pe,t(*) for small * > 0. By Lemma 5, we know that

this is equivalent to "nding the lexicographic minimum of all vectors me,t, e # E'
t . The function PivotStep gives

the pseudocode of the previous procedure.

Function (PivotStep(t))
Input: Region vector t of some feasible region Rt.
Output: A region vector of a neighboring region t( with !max

t ! !min
t( .

E'
t 3 {e # E | !/

e !"ti < 0 and !ti ! !max
ti or !/

e !"ti > 0 and !ti ! !max
ti };

me,t 3% 1
!/
e !%t

Lt0,*L
'
t!e for all e # E'

t ;
!nd e' # E'

t withme',t4LEXme,t for all e' ! e # E'
t ;

t( 3 t+ sgn(!/
e'!"ti)ue' ;

L'
t( 3 (In % !ce'

1+!ce'!/
e'L

'
t!e'

L'
t !e' !

/
e' )L'

t ;
return (t(,L'

t().

3.3.4. Termination of the Algorithm. By de"nition, the algorithm considers exactly one region Rt in every itera-
tion. Hence, the number of iterations of the algorithm depends on the number of regions traversed by the solu-
tion curve.

Lemma 7. The algorithm considers every region Rt at most once.

Proof. In the nondegenerate case, the value !min
ti is strictly increasing in the course of the algorithm. Thus, the

same region cannot be considered twice. This argument holds also for the perturbed instance; thus, using the lex-
icographic rule also implies that no region is considered twice. w

Because the number of iterations is bounded by the number of regions, the algorithm terminates within "nite
time if the graph and the number of breakpoints of the cost functions are "nite. We discuss the computational
complexity of the algorithm and the number of iterations performed by the algorithm in more detail in Section 6.
In particular, we show that in general the latter can be exponential in the input size, that is, in the size of the net-
work and the number of breakpoints of the functions fe.

4. Electrical Flows with Discontinuous and Non-Homogeneous Marginal Costs
In this section we present several extensions to our basic electrical !ow model and discuss how to adapt the basic
algorithm to also work in these more general setting. In particular, we show how to use discontinuous marginal
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cost functions to model directed edges and !ow. This is the key to use the basic algorithm also in the setting of
general mincost !ows.

4.1. Discontinuous Marginal Costs
As a "rst generalization, we consider marginal cost functions fe : R" R that are strictly increasing, piecewise linear,
and homogeneous but need not be continuous (see Figure 6(a) for an example). We call a (possibly discontinuous)
function homogeneous if f%e (0) & 0 & f+e (0). We obtain the following optimality conditions as a corollary of Lemma 1.

Corollary 3. A vector x # Rm is an electrical !ow solving (6) if and only if there is a vector " # Rn of vertex potentials with

f%e (x) & %w %%v & f+e (x) for all e ! (v,w) # E, (15a)
Cx ! q: (15b)

Proof. Setting the dual multiplier µe ! 0 for all e # E in the proof of Lemma 1 yields the claimed result. w

Despite the slightly different optimality conditions (15a), we still use the same approach as in Section 3.3. In or-
der to compute an electrical, we "nd a potential " such that the (unique) !ow, solving (15a) satis"es (15b) as
well. In order to solve (15a), we need to de"ne an inverse for every marginal cost function fe. Let )+e, t :! f+e ((e,te)
and )%e, t :! f%e ((e,te) (Figure 6). Then, we de"ne the (pseudo-)inverse of fe by

f%1e (&) !
1
ae, t

&% be, t
ae, t

for all & # ()+e, t,)%e, t+1)

(e, t for all & # [)%e, t,)+e, t]:

*++++++,
++++++-

(16)

Given any potential ", the !ow x :! f%1(") :! (f%1e (%w %%v))e#E satis"es (15a) together with " by de"nition. For the
sake of a simple notation, we refer to the breakpoints )+e, t,)

%
e, t as )e, t as we did before. With the explicit formula

(16) for the inverse marginal cost function, we obtain as in Lemma 2 that the function f%1 has the explicit form

f%1(") ! CtC/"%dt

in the region Rt. The only difference to the basic setting from Section 3.3 is that now, depending on the region,
there may be one or more edges with constant inverse function f%1e . This means there might be some zero diago-
nal elements in the diagonal matrix Ct. In general, this is no problem as long as the Laplacian matrix of the region
Lt ! CCtC/ has a unique inverse on ". To formalize this, given a region Rt, we call two vertices v, w actively con-
nected if they are connected by an undirected path in G such that every edge in the path satis"es ce,te ! 0. An ac-
tively connected compontent is a maximal subset of vertices V( + V where all vertices v # V( are actively connected.
Lemma 3 implies that Lt is has a unique inverse on" as long as there is only one actively connected component.

We call a region where the Laplacian matrix Lt has a nonunique inverse on ", that is, where rank(Lt) < n% 1
ambiguous region. The name is motivated by the fact that, in these regions, there is no unique potential satisfying
Condition (15a) for a given !ow x.

Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee that every region traversed by the solution curve is nonambiguous as we
see in Example 3. However, we proceed to prove the following three properties of ambiguous regions:

Figure 6. Discontinuous marginal cost function (a) and its pseudo-inverse (b).

(a) (b)
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i. Given a potential " that lies inside an ambiguous region Rt, we can obtain a different potential "( in a different
neighboring nonambiguous region Rt( that induces the same !ow with respect to the optimality condition (15a), that
is, via the inverse formula (16). Additionally, this potential and this region can be found inO(n2) time.

ii. In the special case that the region Rt is not “too ambiguous,” meaning that the Laplace matrix of the ambigu-
ous regions has only one additional kernel dimension, there are only exactly two potentials in two different neigh-
boring nonambiguous regions inducing the same !ow. This is of particular interest because the algorithmwill only
encounter such regions as we will prove in the subsequent lemma.

iii. Furthermore, if we are in special case (ii) and are also already given one of these neighboring regions and its
inverse Laplacianmatrix, then we can "nd the other unique neighboring nonambiguous region and its inverse Lap-
lacian matrix ef"ciently (namely, in O(n2) time). This is actually the situation when the algorithm encounters an
ambiguous regionwhen pivoting to the next region—the ambiguous region can then be skipped, and the algorithm
can proceed in the next, nonambiguous region without introducing any discontinuities in the !ow functions. In
particular, this skipping process has the same cost,O(n2), just like a normal pivoting step.

These key properties are shown formally in the following theorem.

Theorem 4. Let " # Rt be a potential in an ambiguous region Rt. Denote by K :! n% 1% rank(Lt) the dimension of the ker-
nel of Lt in". Then,

i. There is a potential "( and a nonambiguous region Rt( such that "( # Rt( and f%1(") ! f%1("(). The potential and the re-
gion can be found inO(n2) time.

ii. If K ! 1, there are exactly two potentials "( and "(( with f%1(") ! f%1("() ! f%1("(() that are contained in nonambiguous,
neighboring regions Rt( and Rt(( .

iii. If K ! 1 and " # Rt( , where Rt( is a nonambiguous, neighboring region of Rt, there is another unique nonambiguous
neighboring region Rt(( and a potential "(( with f%1(") ! f%1("((). In this case, "(( and Rt(( can be found in O(n2) time. Given
the inverse Laplacian matrix L'

t( , the inverse Laplacian matrix L'
t(( can be computed inO(n2) time.

Proof. Lemma 3 implies that there are K + 1 actively connected components in region Rt. For every actively con-
nected component U + V, denote by 1U be the indicator vector of the component, that is, 1U :! (1v#U)v#V # Rn.
Then, 1U # ker (Lt). We assume without loss of generality that s !U (if s #U, consider the component V\U) for all
components U we consider throughout this proof. This assumption ensures that 1U #". Given a potential " # Rt
in an ambiguous region Rt, we perform the following procedure:

1. Identify an arbitrary actively connected component U 5 V (with s !U). Let 1U be the indicator vector of this
component.

2. Compute µ # R with maximal absolute value |µ| such that the potential "+µ1U is contained in the region Rt
by solving the inequalities

)e,te & !/
e "+µ!/

e 1U & )e,te+1 (17)

for all edges e # "(V() in the cut induced by the component V(. (By the de"nition of the actively connected com-
ponent, all these edges are not actively connected.)

3. The potential "+µ1U lies on the boundary to the neighboring region Rt( with the boundary edge e that in-
duced the maximal µ in the previous computation. In this region, the boundary edge must now be actively con-
nected, merging the actively connected componentUwith another actively connected component.

4. Now starting from "+µ1U in region Rt( , repeat Steps 2 and 3 until there is only one actively connected compo-
nent using the merged actively connected component.

We claim that this procedure yields a potential " in a nonambiguous region Rt( . By de"nition of 1U, !/
e 1U !

61 if e # "(U) and !/
e 1U ! 0 otherwise. This implies two things. First, adding 1U to the potential " only changes

the potential differences along edges in the cut "(U). Because these edges are all inactive, that is, ce,te ! 0 for these
edges, the induced !ow does not change on any edge. Second, because the potential difference !/

e 1U is nonzero
for all edges in the cut "(U), there must be a maximal µ such that Inequalities (17) are satis"ed.

Then, by the de"nition of the maximal µ, there must be at least one edge e' such that !/
e "+µ!/

e'1U #
{)e', t,)e', t+1}; that is, the potential !/

e "+µ!/
e'1U lies on the boundary induced by the edge e'. Thus, there is the

neighboring region Rt( with !/
e "+µ!/

e'1U # Rt( . Because this region is e'-neighboring to Rt, the edge e' must satis-
fy ce', t(e' ! 0. Hence, in Rt( the actively connected component U is now connected to another actively connected
component U(. In particular, the number of connected components decreases by one, and thus, the rank of the
Laplacian matrix Lt( must be greater than the rank of Lt. Hence, after at most K iterations, this procedure yields a
potential with the same !ow in a nonambiguous region. If the same, growing connected component is used in all
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iterations, Inequalities (17) need only be solved once for every edge, yielding an overall complexity of O(n2).
This proves (i).

For (ii), we observe that if K ! 1, there are exactly two actively connected components, and only one of them
containing the vertex s. Thus, there is only one direction 1U along which the !ow does not change. Using either
1U or %1U in (17) yields two potentials in neighboring regions inducing the same !ow. These regions must have
fewer actively connected components and hence be nonambiguous. Furthermore, there cannot be more such po-
tentials as their existence would imply the existence of more actively connected components in the region Rt.

Finally, if we are already given one of these potentials as described in (iii), there is exactly one other unique po-
tential "(( in a nonambiguous region. This can be found by solving (17) in O(n2). The new Laplacian can be com-
puted by using the rank 2 update

Lt(( ! Lt( % ce1, t(e1!e1!
/
e1 + ce2, t((e2!e2!

/
e2 ,

where the edges e1 and e2 are the boundary edges between the regions Rt and Rt( , as well as Rt and Rt(( . The in-
verse L't(( can be updated using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury (Harville [27, theorem 18.2.8]) formula in
O(n2) time. w

The main message of Theorem 4 is that ambiguous regions can be skipped by jumping to a different potential
in a neighboring, nonambiguous region without changing the !ow. For the parametric algorithm to be well de-
"ned, we need two additional properties that we prove in the following lemma:

i. When performing a pivoting step, the next region should be not “too ambiguous,” that is, should be a region
with K ! n% 1% rank(Lt) ! 1. In this case, Theorem 4(iii) ensures that there is a unique nonambiguous region to
jump to.

ii. The region before and the region after the ambiguous region that is skipped should have compliant potential
directions !%t in the sense that the potential direction in the region before the ambiguous region should point to-
ward and the potential direction in the region after the ambiguous region should point away from the ambiguous
region. This prevents the algorithm from jumping over the same ambiguous region over and over again.

Lemma 8. Let Rt be a feasible, nonambiguous region and let Rt( be the next region after a pivoting step as de"ned in Corol-
lary 2. Then,

i.We have rank(Lt() $ n% 2.
ii. If Rt( is ambiguous, there is a unique nonambiguous region Rt(( such that the potentials " :! "t +!max

t !"t and "(( :!
%t(( +!min

t(( !%t(( induce the same !ow, that is, f%1(") ! f%1("((). Thus, in particular !max
t ! !min

t(( .

Proof. Because the regions Rt and Rt( are neighboring, the Laplacian matrices satisfy (see also proof of Theorem 2)
Lt( ! Lt +!ce!e!

/
e , that is, the matrices can be obtained from each other by a rank 1 update. This implies, that

rank(Lt() $ rank(Lt)% 1, proving (i).
By assumption and (i), the potential " and the region Rt( satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4(iii) implying the

existence of a unique nonambiguous region Rt(( and a potential "(( # Rt(( with f%1(") ! f%1("((). It remains to be
shown that "(( :! %t(( +!min

t(( !%t(( . To this end, let e'1 be the boundary edge between region Rt and Rt( (i.e., the edge
inducing !max

t ). Let e'2 be the boundary edge between Rt( and Rt(( (i.e., the edge inducing the µ with maximal ab-
solute value satisfying (17) in the proof of Theorem 4). It may be that e'1 ! e'2. Furthermore, let U 5 V be the
unique actively connected component with s !U in Rt( as de"ned in the proof of Theorem 4 and 1U be the indica-
tor vector of the component U. Finally, let µ be the value as de"ned in the proof of Theorem 4.

All edges in the cut "(U) are not active in Rt( as U. U is an actively connected component in Rt( by de"nition.
Because e'1 is the boundary edge between Rt and Rt( , we infer that the edge e'1 must be the only active edge in this
cut in region Rt (the value ce is unchanged for all other edges). The same is true for the edge e'2 in the region Rt(( .

Claim 1. We have sgn(!/
e'1
!"t) ! sgn(1/Uq !/

e'1
1U).

Proof of Claim 1. We observe that 1/U!e ! 0 if e ! "(U). In the region Rt, e'1 is the only active edge (i.e., the only
edge with ce,te ! 0) in the cut "(U). Thus, we obtain

1/Uq ! 1/ULt!"t ! 1/UCCtC/!"t !
"

e#E
1/U!ece,te!

/
e !"t ! 1/U!e'1

ce'1,te'1!
/
e'1
!"t:

With ce'1,te'1 > 0, the claim follows. !

Claim 2. We have sgn(µ) ! sgn(1/Uq).
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Proof of Claim 2. Because we assume nondegeneracy, we have that µ! 0. By the de"nition of !max
t of the region

Rt and the fact that Rt and Rt( are neighboring with boundary edge e'1, we get !/
e'1
" ! )e'1, t(e'

1
! )e'1,te'1+1

if and only if

!/
e'1
!"t > 0 and !/

e'1
" ! )e'1, t(e'

1
+1 ! )e'1,te'1

if and only if !/
e'1
!"t < 0, where " :! "t +!max

t !"t is the potential on the

boundary between Rt and Rt( . This implies that µ can be nonzero and satisfy Equation (17) only if the term
µ!/

e'1
1U and !/

e'1
!"t have the same sign. Together with Claim 1, sgn(µ) ! sgn(1/Uq) follows. !

Claim 3. We have sgn(µ !/
e'2
1U) ! sgn(!/

e'2
!"t(().

Proof of Claim 3. With Claim 2, we get sgn(µ !/
e'2
1U) ! sgn(1/Uq !/

e'2
1U). Using the same argument as in the proof

of Claim 1 for the region Rt(( and the boundary edge e'2, we get sgn(!/
e'2
!%t(() ! sgn(1/Uq !/

e'2
1U). !

By the de"nition of µ, we have that "(( ! "+µ1U. Because "(( is the boundary potential of the regions Rt( and
Rt(( , either !/

e'2
"(( ! )e'2, t(e'

2
or !/

e'2
"(( ! )e'2, t(e'

2
+1. The former is true if and only if µ < 0, the latter is true if and only if

µ > 0. With Claim 3, we obtain !/
e'2
"(( ! )e'2, t((e'

2
+1 if and only if !/

e'2
!"t(( > 0 and !/

e'2
"(( ! )e'2, t((e'

2
if and only if

!/
e'2
!%t(( < 0. The de"nition of the values ! and !, as well as the de"nition of !min

t(( in Theorem 1 yield that the re-

spective breakpoint contributes to the maximum in the computation of !min
t(( . Thus, "(( ! "t(( +!min

t(( !%t(( . Because
the potentials " and "(( induce the same !ow, we in particular have !max

t ! !min
t(( . w

Example 3. Consider the graph from Figure 7(a) with the discontinuous marginal cost functions on the edges. As
an example, the marginal cost function f3(x) ! x for x & 3 and f3(x) ! 3x% 4 for x > 3 for edge e3 has the inverse
function f%13 (x) ! x if x & 3, f%13 (x) ! 3 if 3 < x & 5 and f%13 (x) ! x+4

3 if x > 5. Thus, all potential differences 3 <
%t %%s < 5 induce the same !ow xe3 ! 3. In all regions where 3 < %t %%s < 5, the edge e3 is inactive. Figure 7(b)
shows the potential space for the given graph with %s ! 0 "xed. For all potentials 3 < %t %%s < 5 (i.e., all poten-
tials in between the vertical dashed lines), edge e3 is inactive. Likewise, for all potentials in between the horizon-
tal dashed lines, e1 is inactive. These lines mark the potentials where !/

e1" ! %v %%s ! f%1 (2) ! 2 and
!/
e1" ! %v %%s ! f+1 (2) ! 3. For all potentials in between the dashed diagonal lines, the edge e2 is inactive. The re-

gions where these areas intersect are ambiguous regions. For example, for all potentials in the lower gray region,
the edges e2 and e3 are inactive. In this region, there are two actively connected components {s, v} and {t}. In-
creasing or decreasing the potential %t does not change the !ows on the incident edges e2, e3. This direction is in-
dicated by the zigzag arrow. In the middle region marked in dark gray, all edges are inactive; thus, there are
three actively connected components {s}, {v}, and {t}. The potentials %v and %t (%s is "xed to 0) can be changed

Figure 7. Network with discontinuous marginal cost functions from Example 3. (a) The graph with the discontinuous marginal
cost functions. (b) The potential space for %s ! 0. The shaded regions are ambiguous, the zigzig arrows indicate the directions
along which the induced !ow does not change in these regions. The thick line represents the solution curve for demands
(qs,qv,qt) ! !(%1, 0, 1).

(a) (b)
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arbitrarily without changing the induced !ow. Hence, in this region, two directions along which the !ow does
not change exist.

Finally, consider the demand vector q ! (qs,qv,qt) ! (%1, 0, 1), that is, the demand vector of the s-t !ow for de-
mand 1. The thick line in Figure 7(a) represents the solution curve of the parametric solution for demands
!q,! $ 0, that is, for all s-t !ows with demand !. The solution curve starts in the potential " ! (%s,
%v,%t) ! (0, 0, 0). In the potential " ! (0, 1, 2), the induced !ow on edge e2 is xe2 ! f%12 (2% 1) ! 1 and reaches the
breakpoint of the marginal cost function. The edge becomes inactive, and all further !ow takes the lower edge e3.
Therefore, the potential %v is "xed while the potential %t grows (re!ected in the horizontal part of the solution
curve), until the edge e3 becomes inactive as well. The solution curve enters the ambiguous region and jumps
along the zigzag line to the end of the ambiguous region. The induced !ow of the potentials " ! (0, 1, 3) and " !
(0, 1, 4) is indeed the same !ow x ! (1, 1, 3). At the latter potential, e2 becomes active again, and the solution curve
proceeds normally.

4.2. Modeling Directed Edges and Edge Capacities
One major advantage of allowing discontinuous marginal cost functions is that this allows modeling of edge ca-
pacities, that is, hard constraints on the edge !ow of the form le(xe) & xe & ue(xe). In particular, we can model di-
rected edges via lower edge !ow constraints of the form xe $ 0, restricting the !ow direction to the edge direction.
In order to model edge capacities, we need to admit slightly more general marginal cost functions as we assume
that the marginal cost functions are functions fe : R" R * {%), +)} that are strictly increasing, piecewise linear
and satisfy f%e (0) & 0 & f+e (0); that is, in contrast to the last section, we also admit that the marginal costs can have
in"nite values. (With some abuse of terminology, we consider such a function to be strictly increasing if it is strict-
ly increasing on the maximal interval where it takes "nite values.) The main claim of this section is that fe(x) ! %)
for all x < le models a lower capacity of le and fe(x) ! +) for all x > ue models an upper capacity of ue2 (Figure 8).

Theorem 5. Let q # Rn be a demand vector, and for all e # E let le & 0 & ue be upper and lower edge capacities such that
there is a feasible !ow x with Cx ! q and l & x & u. Then, for strictly increasing marginal cost function fe : [le,ue]" R a
!ow x is the unique optimal solution to

min
"

e#E
Fe(xe) s:t: Cx!q l & x & u: (18)

if and only if x is the unique optimal solution to

min
"

e#E
f̃ e(xe) s:t: Cx!q, (19)

where F̃(x) :! ! x
0
f̃ e(s)ds with

f̃ e(x) !
%) if x < le,
fe(x) if le & x & ue,
+) if x > ue:

*++++++,
++++++-

Figure 8. A discontinuous characteristic function fe modeling a lower edge capacity of le and an upper edge capacity of ue. (a)
The characteristic function with fe(x) ! %) for x < le and fe(x) !) for x > ue. (b) The (pseudo-)inverse characteristic function f%1e .

(a) (b)
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Proof. Every x that is feasible for (18) is also feasible for (19) and has a "nite objective value in both systems. Be-
cause every x that is feasible in (19) but not feasible in (18) has a non"nite objective value in (19), the claim
follows. w

The marginal cost functions f̃ e from Theorem 5 can be treated like the discontinuous marginal cost from the pre-
vious section. The statements from Theorem 4 are still valid with a minor restriction: For every potential in an am-
biguous region, we still can "nd another potential in a nonambiguous region inducing the same !ow. However, we
are not guaranteed to always "nd at least two such potentials. This means it may happen that the algorithm, when
encountering an ambiguous region, cannot jump to another potential and proceed as before—however, as it turns
out, in this case the algorithm has found a maximal !ow. We summarize these results in the following lemma.

Lemma 9. Assume the characteristic functions may also take values +) or %). As in Theorem 4, let " # Rt be a potential
in an ambiguous region Rt. Denote by K :! n% 1% rank(Lt) the dimension of the kernel of Lt in". Then,

i. The statement of Theorem 4(i) holds.
ii. If K ! 1, either the statement of Theorem 4(iii) holds or there is a vertex cut V( 5 V such that xe ! ue for all outgoing

edges e # "+(V() and xe ! le for all incoming edges e # "%(V(), where x ! CtC/"%dt is the !ow induced by ".

Proof. The only difference to the situation in Theorem 4 is that the for every cut edges e # "(U), one of the values
)e,te or )e,te+1 in (17) may be in"nite. However, statement (i) of Theorem 4 still holds, because even if Equation
(17) has no maximal solution µ, there must be a maximal µ if 1U is replaced by %1U. Because at most, one of the
values )e,te or )e,te+1 can be in"nite in one region for every edge, there must exists a "nite µ for either +1U or %1U.

However, it may happen that statement (iii) of Theorem 4 does not hold anymore, because by the same argu-
ments as before, only the existence of one potential in one nonambiguous region is guaranteed. However, this can
only be the case if for all cut edges e # "(U), the respective values )e,te or )e,te+1 are in"nite. However, this means
by de"nition that all edges in the cut must either be at maximum or minimum capacity, proving the claim. w

4.3. Nonhomogeneous Marginal Costs
Thus far, we made the assumption that all marginal cost functions are homogeneous, that is, f%e (0) & 0 & f+e (0). This
assumption ensures that the potential " ! 0 is the optimal potential of the zero !ow x ! 0. Thus, we can start the al-
gorithm with ! ! 0. In case of discontinuous marginal cost functions, the starting region may be ambiguous, but
Theorem 4(i) enables us to "nd a potential in a neighboring nonambiguous region that induces the zero !ow as
well in O(n2) time. In fact, it is not hard to show that an initial potential in a nonambiguous region can be found by
a simple shortest path computation, for example, with Dijktstra’s algorithm, in O(n2) time. However, dropping the
homogeneity assumption, the zero potential does not necessarily induce the zero !ow. Moreover, it may be the
case that the zero !ow is not even the optimal solution for ! ! 0 or that there is no feasible !ow for ! ! 0 at all.

The homogeneity of the marginal cost functions ensures that the graph of the marginal cost function fe of every
edge e lies only in the "rst and the third quadrant. From the perspective of electrical networks, electrical compo-
nents with this property are called passive components; they consume power from the circuit, for example, resis-
tors and motors. On the other hand, electrical components with characteristics whose graph lies in the second
and fourth quadrant are called active components; these components actually produce power, for example, batter-
ies and generators.

Our strategy to circumvent the lack of a starting potential and starting !ow for our algorithm is to add a "rst
phase where a feasible !ow for minimal ! is found (if it exists), and a corresponding potential is computed. To
this end, we use the following steps.

Finding !min : Find the minimal !min $ 0 such that there is a feasible !ow x for demands !minq. This step is nec-
essary only in the presence of hard edge capacities l & x & u, as otherwise !min ! 0.

Phase I: Start with the zero potential "0 ! 0 in some initial region Rt. If Rt is ambiguous, "nd a potential and a re-
gion inducing the same !ow contained in a nonambiguous region, as described in Theorem 4(i). Then use the algo-
rithm to compute a potential "min in a region Rtmin that induces a !ow x ! CtminC/"%dtmin for minimal feasible de-
mands !minq.

Phase II: Start the parametric computation with the initial potential "min .
We proceed by describing these steps in more detail.

Finding lmin . In the case of hard edge capacities of the form l & x & u, the problem may not be feasible for all de-
mands !q,! $ 0, but only for an maximal interval ! ! [!min ,!max ] for some !min # R$0, !max # R$0 * {)}. The
convex combination of feasible !ows is feasible implying that ! is convex as claimed. To proceed, we need to
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compute !min before starting the parametric computation. The minimal ! can be found by solving the linear pro-
gram

min ! s:t: Cx!!q, l & x & u, ! $ 0:

This linear program is either infeasible—in this case, there is no ! $ 0 such that any feasible !ow for demand !q
exists—or the linear program yields the minimal ! for which a feasible !ow exists.

Phase I. For nonhomogeneous marginal cost functions, the zero potential " ! 0 need not induce a !ow for the
minimal feasible demand !minq. In order to "nd an initial solution, one could solve the nonparametric problem
for "xed demand !minq with an algorithm for nonparametric mincost !ows. Here, we describe how our para-
metric algorithm can be used to "nd an initial solution in a "rst phase. First, start with the zero potential "0 ! 0 #
Rt0 (if Rt0 is ambiguous, use another potential in a nonambiguous region, e.g., the potential described in Theorem
4(i)). This potential induces some !ow x0 ! Ct0C

/"0 %dt0 that is a feasible for some demand q0 ! Cx different
from the minimal demand !minq. Let !q :! !minq%q0 be the difference of these demands. We start the paramet-
ric algorithm with demand !q starting from "0 and obtain a solution curve ! 0" "̃(!) where "̃(!) is the poten-
tial for the electrical !ow for demand q0 +!!q. Hence, the potential "̃(1) is a potential of the electrical !ow for
demand !minq and thus the initial potential for the actual parametric computation.

Phase II. Equipped with the starting !ow !min and the starting potential "̃ from Phase I, we use the basic para-
metric algorithm to compute the parametric solution.

We illustrate the different phases of the algorithm with the following example.

Example 4. Consider the graph from Figure 9(a) with the marginal cost functions given next to the edges. We com-
pute a parametric solution for demands !q with q ! (qs,qv,qt) ! (%1, 0, 1), that is, s-t !ows for !ow rates !. Because
we have no hard edge capacities, the minimal feasible demand is !minq ! 0 because !min ! 0. However, for the
characteristic function f1 of the edge e1, we have f1(0) ! 4! 0. Thus, the zero potential "0 ! 0 does not induce a !ow
for demand !min ! 0. Rather, the zero potential induces the !ow x0 ! (%6, 0, 0) (see "rst graph in Figure 9(c)). This

Figure 9. Input and Phase I and II solution of nonhomogeneous electrical !ow problem from Example 4.

(a)

(c)

(b)
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!ow satis"es the demands q0 ! (6, % 6, 0). Thus, we compute the Phase I solution curve "̃ starting in the zero po-
tential for the demand !q :! 0%q0 ! (%6, 6, 0). The Phase I solution curve is depicted by the dotted curve in Figure
9(b). For ! ! 1, the solution curve yields the potential "̃(1) ! (0, 3, 1), inducing the !ow x ! (%1, % 1, 1), that is, the
electrical !ow for zero demand (see the fourth graph in Figure 9(c)). This potential is the initial potential for the ac-
tual parametric computation in Phase II. The Phase II solution curve is depicted as the solid curve in Figure 9(b).

We illustrate the interplay of Phases I and II with the following example.

Example 5. Consider the mincost !ow problem from Example 1 with the graph and cost functions depicted in
Figure 1. In order to solve the parametric mincost problem, we transform the problem into a parametric electrical
!ow problem as previously described. The characteristic functions are fe1(x) ! fe5(x) ! 2x, fe2(x) ! fe4(x) ! x+ 3,
and fe3(x) ! x for x $ 0 and fe ! %) for x < 0 and e # E. Therefore, all characteristics have one breakpoint at x ! 0.
The initial potential " ! 0 lies in the nonambiguous region Rt0 with t0 ! (2,1,2,1,2)/. (Note that " ! 0 is also con-
tained in other regions, e.g., R(1,1,1,1,1)/ , but all these other regions are ambiguous, and Theorem 4 would yield re-
gion Rt0 when starting in one of the other regions.) Starting from this region, Table 2 lists all relevant quantities
for the parametric solution. In the "rst iteration i ! 0, there are two boundary edges requiring the lexicographic
rule. Recall that for the lexicographic comparison, the "rst components of the vectors me,t are ignored, indicated
by the star. The second iteration i ! 1 produces a line segment of zero length because !min

t1 ! !max
t1 ! 1. Hence,

this region does not contribute to the solution. Overall, we obtain the solution curve

"(!) !
! (0,2,3,5)/ 0 & ! < 1,

(0, 65 , 125 , 185 )
/ +! (0, 45 , 35 , 75)

/ 1 & ! < 6,

(0,0,3,3)/ +! (0,1, 12 , 32)
/ ! $ 6:

*+++++++++,
+++++++++-

Applying the function f%1, we obtain the solution

x(!) ! f%1("(!)) !
! (1,0,1,0,1)/ 0 & ! < 1,

(35 ,% 3
5 ,

6
5 ,% 3

5 ,
3
5)
/ +! (25 , 35 ,% 1

5 ,
3
5 ,

2
5)
/ 1 & ! < 6,

! (12 , 12 ,0, 12 , 12)
/ ! $ 6

,

*+++++++++,
+++++++++-

which is also depicted in Figure 1(b).

Table 2. Iterations for the parametric solution from Example 5. For the lexicographic rule used in iteration i ! 0, the "rst
component is ignored for the lexicographic comparison.

i ti Lti L'
ti %ti !%ti !min

ti !maxti E'
ti Lex. rule

0 2
1
2
1
2

./////////////////////////////////////////////////////0

1222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222223

1=2 %1=2 0 0
%1=2 3=2 %1 0
0 %1 3=2 %1=2
0 0 %1=2 1=2

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0 0 0 0
0 2 2 2
0 2 3 3
0 2 3 5

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
0
0
0

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
2
3
5

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0 1 {e2, e4} '
0

%1=3
0

.////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222223
me2,t0

4LEX

'
1=3
0

%1=3

.////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222223
me4,t0

1 2
2
2
1
2

./////////////////////////////////////////////////////0

1222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222223

3=2 %1=2 %1 0
%1=2 3=2 %1 0
%1 %1 5=2 %1=2
0 0 %1=2 1=2

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0 0 0 0
0 1 1=2 1=2
0 1=2 3=4 3=4
0 1=2 3=4 9=4

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
3=2
5=5
11=4

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
1=2
3=4
9=4

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

1 1 {e4} –

2 2
2
2
2
2

./////////////////////////////////////////////////////0

1222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222223

3=2 %1=2 %1 0
%1=2 5=2 %1 %1
%1 %1 5=2 %1=2
0 %1 %1=2 3=2

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0 0 0 0
0 14=15 8=15 4=5
0 8=15 11=15 3=5
0 4=5 3=5 7=5

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
6=5
12=5
18=5

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
4=5
3=5
7=5

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

1 6 {e3} –

3 2
2
1
2
2

./////////////////////////////////////////////////////0

1222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222223

3=2 %1=2 %1 0
%1=2 3=2 0 %1
%1 0 3=2 %1=2
0 %1 %1=2 3=2

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0 0 0 0
0 4=3 1=3 1
0 1=3 5=6 1=2
0 1 1=2 3=2

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
0
3
3

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

0
1
1=2
3=2

.///////////////////////////////////////0

12222222222222222222222222222222222222223

6 ) 2 –
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5. Multi-Commodity Mincost Flows
In this section, we consider multi-commodity mincost !ows. In this setting, a solution consists of multiple !ows
satisfying different demands in the same networks. The !ows do not mix but interact via the edge cost functions
because the cost of an edge depends on the total !ow of all commodity !ows on that edge. Multi-commodity
mincost !ow are, for example, of interest in the computation of equilibria in traf"c networks. In general, there is
more than one population of drivers with different origins and destinations in the network. These populations
interact via congestion (i.e., via costs) on the edges, but the !ows cannot be mixed.

Formally, in the multi-commodity setting, we are given a set K ! {1, : : : ,k} of k $ 1 commodities and a demand
vector qj ! (qv,j)v#V # Rn with "

v#V qv,j ! 0 for all k # K. We denote by Q ! (qv,j)v#V,j#K # Rn,k the matrix of all de-
mands, where the jth column is exactly the demand vectors of the commodity j.

A multi-commodity !ow for demands Q is a matrix X ! (xe,j)e#E,j#K # Rm,k satisfying the matrix equality
CX !Q, that is, !ow conservation "

e#"%(v) xe,j %
"

e#"+(v) xe,j ! qv,j for all vertices v # V and all commodities j # K.
The columns of X are !ow vectors xj for demands qj and, in particular, in the special case of k ! 1, the matrix X is
just a single-commodity !ow as in the previous sections.

For every edge e # E, we denote by ze :! "k
j!1 xe,j the total !ow on that edge and by z ! (ze)e#E # Rm the vector of

all total !ows. In this section, we assume that the marginal cost functions fe are piecewise linear and continuous.
Then, X ! (xe,j)e#E,j#K is a multi-commodity mincost !ow if it is a solution to

min
"

e#E
Fe

"k

j!1
xe,j

% &
s:t: CX!Q, X $ 0: (20)

Similar to the single-commodity case, we obtain an optimality condition based on vertex potentials for the multi-
commodity mincost problem.

Lemma 10. A matrix X # Rm,k is a multi-commodity minimum cost !ow solving (20) if and only if there is a matrix P #
Rn,k whose columns are vectors of vertex potentials "j # Rn for every commodity j # K such that

%w,j %%v,j ! fe(ze) for all e ! (v,w) # E with xe,j > 0, j # K,
%w,j %%v,j & fe(ze) for all e ! (v,w) # E with xe,j ! 0, j # K,

CX !Q
X $ 0,

where ze ! "k
j!1xe,j is the total !ow on edge e # E.

The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 1 and is thus omitted.
Because the objective function in (20) is not strictly convex, there is no unique multi-commodity mincost !ow in

general. This prevents a straightforward generalization of our method based on electrical networks for single-
commodity networks, because there is no one-to-one correspondence between potentials and !ows as in Lemma 2.
Instead, we develop a similar method that computes !ow directions !X rather than potential directions !".

Assume we want to solve the parametric variant of (20), that is, for all demands !Q,! $ 0, and that we are giv-
en a mincost !ow X0 for some demand !0Q. The basic idea of our multi-commodity variant is that the solution
functions x(!) are linear; that is, there is !ow direction !X such that X0 +!!X is a mincost !ow for demands
(!0 +!) for all 0 & ! & !'. This direction !X changes when either a breakpoint of an edge cost function is reached
or an edge enters or leaves the support (i.e., an edge becomes used or unused). Our claim is that we can compute
this direction by solving a convex program.

Given the mincost !ow X0, letP0 be the optimal dual vertex potentials from Lemma 10. Furthermore, let z0 de-
note the total !ow with respect to X0. Then we de"ne the sets

EU
j :! {e # E | x0e,j > 0}

EA
j :! {e # E | %0

w,j %%0
v,j ! Fe(z0e ) and x0e,j ! 0}

EI
j :! {e # E | %0

w,j %%0
v,j < Fe(ze)}

for every commodity j # K. We call the edges in EU
j used edges of commodity j. These edges carry a positive

amount of !ow, and thus, the !ow on these edges may be increased or decreased when the overall demand
changes. We refer to the edges in EA

j as the active but unused edges. Flow on these edges can remain zero or in-
crease when the demand changes. Finally, all other edges in EI

j are considered inactive edges because they are not
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of minimal cost and are thus not used when the demand increases or decreases by a small amount. Given a sub-
set F + E of the edges, let 1e#F :! 1 if e # F and 1e#F :! 0 if e ! F and let IF :! diag(1e1#F, : : : , 1em#F) # Rm. Further-
more, let z+ (respectively, z%) be the vector of positive (respectively, negative) parts of the total !ows, that is, the
vector with entries z+e :!max {0,ze} (respectively, z%e :!min{0, ze}). For every edge, de"ne the values

a+e :! lim
z.z0e

fe(z)% fe(z0e )
z% z0e

and a%e :! lim
z-z0e

fe(z)% fe(z0e )
z% z0e

,

that is, the slopes of the marginal cost function fe below and above z0e . By assumption, the marginal cost functions
are piecewise linear; that is, they are of the form fe(z) ! ae, tz+ be, t. The values a+e and a%e therefore coincide with
the coef"cients ae, t. In particular, if z0e is not a breakpoint of Fe, then a+e and a%e coincide. Consider the convex qua-
dratic program

min
1
2
z/A+ z+ + 1

2
z/A% z%

s:t: z !
"

j#K
xj

Cxj ! !0qj for all j # K,

IEA
j
xj $ 0 for all j # K,

IEI
j
xj ! 0 for all j # K: (21)

Theorem 6. Let the marginal cost functions fe be piecewise linear, strictly increasing, and continuous and let X0 be a min-
cost !ow for some demand !0Q. Then, (i) the quadratic program (21) has an unique optimal solution (X',z') that can be ob-
tained in O(poly(n, |K|))-time. (ii) There is a !' > 0 such that for all 0 & ! & !' the !ow X(!) :! X0 +!X' is a multi-
commodity mincost !ow for the demandQ(!) ! (!0 +!)Q.

Proof. By assumption, the objective function of (21) is strictly convex and bounded by zero from below. Further-
more, the feasible set is a closed convex set. Hence, an optimal solution exists and, because the objective function
is strictly convex, it must be unique. The nonsmooth convex optimization problem can be solved with accuracy "
in O(poly(n, |K|)log (1")) (Nesterov and Nemirovskii [47]) by the inscribed ellipsoid method (Khachiyan et al. [33]).
Every optimal X' is a solution to the KKT conditions that we discuss later. We obtain from these conditions that
every optimal solution can be obtained as a solution of a system of linear equations. Cramer’s rule allows to ex-
press solutions to this system as rational numbers whose denominators are the determinant of the involved ma-
trix. Bounding this determinant with Hardamard’s inequality, we obtain that every optimal solution is rational
with a common denominator in O(MR), where M is the largest entry of all matrices in (21) and R #O(|K|n) is the
number of linear constraints. Therefore, the exact optimal solution can be computed inO(poly(n, |K|)log (M)) time.

Let (X',z') be an optimal solution. Then the KKT conditions (Ruszczyński [51, theorem 3.34]) yield for X ! X'

and z ! z' that

0 # !X,z
1
2
z/A+ z+ + !X,z

1
2
z/A% z% +µ/!X,z

"

j#K
xj % z

# $

+
"

j#K
//

j !X,z(!0Q%Cxj)%
"

j#K
%/
j !X,z IEA

j
xj +

"

j#K
&/j !X,z IEI

j
xj,

where µ and / j,mj,&j for all j # K are vectors of dual variables with mj $ 0. All subdifferentials with respect to X
exclusively contain the gradient because the objective and all constraints are differentiable with respect to X. The
same holds for every subdifferential with respect to ze as long as ze ! 0. Thus, for all edges ewith z'e ! 0, we get

µe ! a+e z
'
e if z'e > 0

and µe ! a%e z
'
e if z'e < 0, (22)

and, for all edges with z'e ! 0, µe ! âez'e ! 0 for some âe between a%e and a+e . The subdifferential with respect to xj
yields µ/ % //

j C% m/j IEA
j
+ &/

j IEI
j
! 0, which implies for every edge e ! (v,w) # E

µe ! ,w,j %,v,j if e is used;

µe ! ,w,j %,v,j + -j,e if e is active but unused;

µe ! ,w,j %,v,j % .j,e if e is inactive:
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Because -j,e $ 0 and -j,e ! 0 whenever x'e,j ! 0 by the KKT conditions, we obtain

µe ! ,w,j %,v,j for all e ! (v,w) with e # EU
j or e # EA

j and x'e,j > 0,

µe $ ,w,j %,v,j for all e ! (v,w) with e # EA
j and x'e,j ! 0: (23)

Thus, the !ow X' and the vertex potentials / j satisfy the conditions from Lemma 10, ignoring inactive edges and
admitting that the !ow X' can also be negative on edges e # EU

j . In particular, every optimal solution is obtained
as a solution of the active linear equations in (21), (22), and (23) and is therefore rational.

De"ne

!'
1 :! min %

x0e,j
x'e,j

444 e # E, j # K : x'e,j < 0

5 6
,

!'
2 :! min

F(e(z0e ) % (%0
w,j % %0

v,j)
,w,j % ,v,j

444 e # EI
j , j # K : ,w,j % ,v,j > 0

5 6
:

The cost functions are piecewise functions with breakpoints (e, t, t ! 0, : : : , t̄. Denote by (%e and (+e the closest break-
points to ze such that ze # [(%e ,(+e ] and ze ! (%e ,(

+
e if ze > 0. Note that (%e may be zero and (+e may be). Then de"ne

!'
3 :!min % z0e % (%e

z'e

444 e # E : z'e < 0

5 6
and !'

4 :!min
(+e % z0e

z'e

444 e # E : z'e > 0

5 6
,

and let !' :!min {!'
1,!

'
2,!

'
3,!

'
4}. By de"nition, all !'

i values are positive (and may be in"nite if no edge satis"es
the conditions). It is easy to check that X0 +!X' is a !ow satisfying demands (!0 +!)Q. The de"nition of !'

1 en-
sures that for all ! & !', all !ows remain non-negative. The de"nitions of !'

3 and !'
4 ensure that no breakpoint of

the cost functions is passed and the slope of F(e(ze) is the same (namely, a+e or a%e , respectively) for all ze ! z0e +!z'e.
For every commodity j # K, consider the vertex potential "j(!) :! "0

j +!/ j. Then, for every used edge e # EU
j

and every active edge e # EA
j with x'e,j > 0, we obtain

%w,j(!)%%v,j(!) ! %0
w,j %%0

v,j +! (,w,j %,v,j)

!(22)F(e(z0e ) +!µe

!(23)F(e(z0e +!z'e) ! F(e(ze(!)):
Because xe,j(!) > 0 only if e # EU

j or e # EA
j and x'e,j > 0, the "rst part of the conditions in Lemma 10 is satis"ed. If

e # EA
j and x'e,j ! 0, then we obtain similarly %w,j(!)%%v,j(!) & F(e(ze(!)) because µe $ ,w,j %,v,j in this case. Finally,

let e # EI
j . Then x'e,j ! 0 and thus ze(!) ! z0e . Using the de"nition of !'

2, we obtain

%w,j(!)%%v,j(!) ! %0
w,j %%0

v,j +! (,w,j %,v,j)
& %0

w,j %%0
v,j + F(e(z0e )% (%0

w,j %%0
v,j) ! Fe(ze(!)),

whenever ,w,j %,v,j > 0. If ,w,j %,v,j < 0, then %w,j(!)%%v,j(!) < %0
w,j %%0

v,j < F(e(ze(!)). Thus, we con"rmed the sec-
ond part of the conditions in Lemma 10. Thus, all !ows X(!) satisfy the optimality conditions from Lemma 10
for 0 & ! & !' and hence the claim follows. w

Algorithm 2 (Multi-Commodity Algorithm)
Input: Directed graph Gwith piecewise linear, convex cost functions Fe : R$0 " R, demand matrixQ
Output: Piecewise function x : R$0 " Rk,m s.t. x(!) is a mincost !ow for all ! $ 0
X3 0;
!min 3 0;
repeat

compute optimal solution (X',z') of (21) wrt. X;
compute !';
!max 3 !min +!';
x(!)3 X+!X' for ! # [!min ,!max ];
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X3 X+!'X';
!min 3 !max ;

until !max !);
return x.

Theorem 6 gives rise to an algorithm to compute parametric multi-commodity mincost !ows summarized in
Algorithm 2. The algorithm works as follows: For ! ! 0, start with the zero !ow X ! 0. Then, in every iteration
set up the quadratic program (21). In order to do so, we need to compute the optimal potentials P. These can be
obtained by a shortest path computation with respect to the edges lengths F(e(0) for every commodity j # K. Using
these potentials, we can set up the edge sets EU

j ,E
A
j , and EI

j for every commodity j and thus the quadratic pro-
gram (21). With the solution X' of the quadratic program, we can compute the value !' from Theorem 6—the lat-
ter also requires the dual variables ,v,j that can be obtained as shortest path potentials w.r.t. the edge length aez'e.
Then, Theorem 6 ensures that we can extend the solution function x up to !+!'. Iterating this procedure then
yields the piecewise linear solution function x.

Lemma 11. For cost functions Fe with "nitely many breakpoints, Algorithm 2 terminates after "nitely many iterations.
Furthermore, every iteration takes O(poly(n, |K|)) time.

Proof. We assume that there are only "nitely many edges and "nitely many breakpoints. Thus, there are only "-
nitely many con"gurations of the sets EU

j ,E
A
j , and EI

j , as well as there are only "nitely many possible choices for
the values a+e and a%e . Suppose Algorithm 2 does not terminate in "nitely many iterations. Then there is one con-
"guration of these edge sets and a+e and a%e occurring at least twice. Let us assume this con"guration occurs for !1

and the !ow X1 with potentials P1, as well for !2 > !1 +!',1 and the !ow X2 with potentials P2. Then the differ-
ence of these !ows X2 %X1 together with the potential "2 %"1 satis"es the KKT conditions of the quadratic pro-
gram (21). Because (21) has a unique solution X', we have that X2 %X1 ! X'. The de"nition of the values !'

1 and
!'
2 ensure that all !ows X1 +!X' are no mincost !ows for ! > !1 +!1,', implying that X2 is not a mincost !ow,

which is a contradiction. w

6. Complexity of Computing Parametric Mincost Flows
In this section, we discuss the complexity of our algorithms for computing electrical !ows and mincost !ows in
the single- and multi-commodity case. For all variants of our algorithm (basic algorithm for electrical !ows, ex-
tended algorithm for mincost !ows, and the multi-commodity variant), each individual iteration of algorithm re-
quires polynomial runtime. Furthermore, assuming nondegeneracy of the instances, every iteration produces
one function part of the output !ow functions ! 0" x(!). The runtime of our algorithms depends on the com-
plexity of the output !ow functions. These can have a number of breakpoints that are exponentially in input size;
that is, the size of the graph and number of breakpoints of the input functions in general (see Section 6.1.2). On a
positive note, for series-parallel graphs, the number of breakpoints of the output functions is bounded by a poly-
nomial of the input size, guaranteeing a polynomial runtime of our algorithm in this case (see Section 6.1.1).

6.1. Complexity for Single-Commodity Networks
We begin by discussing the complexity of our parametric algorithm for single commodities.

Theorem 7. Let G be a graph on n vertices with homogeneous, strictly increasing, not necessarily continuous, marginal
cost functions fe, and let L be the number of breakpoints of the output !ow functions. Then the solution curve and the output
!ow functions can be computed in (i) O(n2:375 + n2L) whenever the instance is nondegenerate and (ii) O(n2:375 + poly(n)L)
whenever the instance is degenerate.

Proof. Consider Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts with the zero !ow, sets up the initial Laplacian matrix in, and
computes the "rst (generalized) inverse L'

t . In the case of mincost !ow (in contrast to electrical !ows), this step re-
quires the computation of an initial potential. Starting with " ! 0, Theorem 4 yields an initial potential in a non-
ambiguous region in O(n2) time. The bottleneck of these initial steps is thus the computation of the inverse,
which can be reduced to matrix multiplication (Corment et al. [13, chapter 28.4]). Using fast matrix multiplica-
tion, for example, the Coppersmith-Winograd-Algorithm (Coppersmith and Winograd [12]), the complexity of
the initialization isO(n2:375).

In every iteration, the algorithm computes the values !t and !t for all edges. Because the vector !e contains
only two nonzero elements, each of these values can be computed in constant time, and thus, the computation
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and "nding the minimum of all these values can be done in O(n2) time. Finally, in every iteration, the matrix L'
t

has to be updated. Using again the fact that !e contains only constantly many nonzero elements, the update for-
mula from Theorem 2(i) implies a runtime of O(n2) for every iteration.

In the nondegenerate case, every iteration produces exactly one breakpoint of the output functions. Thus,
claim (i) follows. In the degenerate case, however, it is possible that algorithm needs multiple iterations before
!max increases again. Thus, not all iterations correspond to breakpoints of the output function. In this case, we
can use the quadratic program (21) to obtain a !ow direction and a potential direction !" (the dual variables ,
in the proof of Theorem 6 correspond to the potential direction !"), proving (ii). w

If the cost are nonhomogeneous, that is, f%e (0) & 0 & f+e (0) is not satis"ed, the parametrized solution can still be
obtained in output polynomial time. In this case, the minimal ! for which the problem is feasible must be deter-
mined by solving the linear program described in Section 4.3. Then, the initial solution and potential can be com-
puted by solving the mincost !ow problem for "xed demand !minq, which is possible in polynomial time, (e.g.,
with the algorithm described in Végh [56]).

In the nondegenerate case the complexity of the algorithm is determined by the complexity of solving the sys-
tem Lt" ! y in every iteration. Initially, the matrix Lt has to be inverted, resulting in theO(n2:375) term originating
from the complexity of matrix multiplication. For all further iterations, the inverse can be updated with the for-
mula from Theorem 2, resulting in the O(n2) complexity for all further iterations. In general, a Laplacian system
of the form Lt" ! y can be solved approximately much faster than in O(n2:375) time. The work of Spielman and
Teng [54, 55] started a line of research (Cohen et al. [11], Kelner et al. [32], Kyng and Sachdeva [39]) establishing
algorithms that "nd an "-approximate solution to Lt" ! y in O(mlog cnlog (1")) time. Using these algorithms can
improve the overall runtime of our algorithm signi"cantly but only produce approximate solutions. To obtain an
exact solution of Lt" ! y on rational input, " has to be chosen in the order of O( 1

Mn), because the common denomi-
nator of the rational solution " is inO(Mn), whereM is the largest absolute entry of the Laplacian matrix Lt, as ar-
gued in the proof of Theorem 6. Hence, using the fast Laplacian solvers have no better worst case complexity in
this case.

Finally, we note that the explicit computation of the (generalized) inverse L'
t and its update via the formula of

Theorem 2 may be numerically unstable. Rather than computing the inverse, we can also use the Cholesky de-
composition of the positive de"nite submatrix L̂t. As for the inverse, there exists a rank 1 update formula for the
Cholesky decomposition of a matrix (Gill et al. [20]) that can be computed in O(n2) as well.

Both in the degenerate and nondegenerate cases, the complexity of the computation of the mincost !ow func-
tions depends on the number of breakpoints L of the mincost !ow functions. We proceed to address the question
whether L is also polynomial in the input size, that is, polynomial in the size of the graph and the number of
breakpoints of the input functions. As we will show, in the special case of series-parallel networks, we can guar-
antee an input-polynomial runtime. In general, however, there are networks where the equilibrium !ow func-
tions have exponentially many breakpoints in the input size.

6.1.1. Series-Parallel Graphs. Following the de"nition of Duf"n [17], we call two edges e, e( con!uent, if there are
not two (undirected) cycles C1,C2 in the graph G such that e, e( have the same orientation in C1 and different orien-
tations in C2. Furthermore, we say an edge e is s-t con!uent if the edge e and the additional virtual edge (t, s)
are con!uent.

Let c ! (ce1 ,: : : ,cem)/ # Rm
$0 be a vector of non-negative conductance values. We say a !ow x # Rm is induced by

the potential " # Rm with respect to c, if x ! CC/", where C ! diag(ce1 , : : : , cem).
Theorem 8. An edge e is s-t con!uent if and only if the orientation of the !ow on xe of any s-t !ow x that is induced by a
potential " is independent of the conductance values c, that is, either xe $ 0 or xe & 0 for all s-t !ow x of any rate r and all
conductance values c.

Proof. Because the edge e and the (virtual) edge (t, s) are con!uent, the statement follows from Duf"n [17, theo-
rem 0]. w

Theorem 8 shows that the orientation of !ow on s-t con!uent edges is determined by the graph structure alone
and does not depend on the conductance value. We proceed by showing that that series-parallel graphs are char-
acterized by the con!uence property.

We say a graph G is a two-terminal graph with terminals s and t if every edge e is contained in some s-t path.
A two-terminal network with terminals s and t is series-parallel if it can be constructed by starting with the single
edge (s, t) and repeatedly applying the following operations:
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S: Replace an edge e ! (v,w) by two edges e( ! (v,u) and e(( ! (u,w)with a new vertex u.
P: Replace an edge e ! (v,w) by two edges e( ! (v,w) and e(( ! (v,w).

Theorem 9. A two-terminal graph G with terminals s and t is series-parallel if and only if all edges are s-t con!uent.

Proof. We claim that all edges in G are s-t con!uent if and only if all pairs of edges e, e( # E * {(t, s)} are con!uent.
The if direction is obvious. For the only-if direction, assume there are two edges e ! (v,w), e( ! (v(,w() that are not
con!uent. Because G is a two-terminal graph, there are s-t paths using both edges e and e(. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that there exist P1 ! (s,x1,v,w,x2, t) and P2 ! (s,x3,v(,w(,x4, t), where x1,x2,x3,x4 are some
sequences of vertices. By the assumption that e, e( are not con!uent, there must exists two cycles with C1 !
(v,w,x5,v(,w(,x6,v) and C2 ! (v,w,x7,w(,v(,x8,v), where, again, x5,x6,x7,x8 are some sequences of vertices. How-
ever, then we can create the cycles C3 :! (s,x1,v,w,x2, t, s) and C4 :! (s,x3,v(,x5,w,v,x6,w(,x4, t, s) that include e
and the (virtual) edge (t, s) in different orientations, yielding a contradiction to the assumption that e is s-t con!u-
ent. Hence, all edges in G are s-t con!uent if and only if all pairs of edges e, e( # E * {(t, s)} are con!uent. The latter
is equivalent to G being series-parallel by Duf"n [17, theorem 2]. w

Corollary 4. Given a series-parallel graph G with piecewise-linear cost functions Fe with t̄e breakpoints, let t̄ :! "
e#Et̄e.

Then all output !ows fe(!) are monotone in the demand rate parameter !. In particular, the solution curve "(!) and the
!ow functions x(!) have at most t̄ many breakpoints, and thus the mincost !ow !ow functions can be computed in
O(n2:375 + t̄n2m) time and hence in polynomial time.

Proof. Theorems 8 and 9 imply that the !ows !xt :! CtC/!pt have the same orientation on every edge indepen-
dent of the values c. Thus, independent of the region, the !ows !xt have the sign and thus the functions x(!) are
monotone in the parameter !. This implies, that the !ow functions can cross every breakpoint at most once;
hence, every breakpoint can contribute to at most one boundary crossing, implying the in particular part. w

6.1.2. Nested Braess Graphs. In this section, we present a family of graphs GB
j ! (Vj,Ej), j # N and cost functions

(Fje)e#Ej,j#N such that
a. The graphGB

j has linear size in j, in particular |Vj| ! 2j+ 2 and |Ej| ! 4j+ 1.
b. The cost functions are Fje(x) ! 1

2 a
j
ex2 + bjex. In particular, the cost function have no breakpoints (except for the ar-

ti"cial breakpoint at x ! 0, as we restrict to non-negative !ows).
c. The mincost !ow functions xj(!) have"(2j)many breakpoints.
Our construction uses coef"cients aje ! 0, which we normally do not allow as we assume that all cost functions

are strictly convex. The same construction works for slopes aje ! " for some suf"ciently small ", but for ease of ex-
position, we omit the " slopes.

For every !ow x, we denote by S(x) :! {e # E : xe > 0} the support of x. It is obvious that, if x1,x2 have different
supports, then the corresponding potentials "1,"2 must be in different feasible regions Rt1 ,Rt2 . Because every fea-
sible regions corresponds to a function part of the output !ow functions, the number of different supports is a
lower bound on the number of the breakpoints of the mincost !ow function x(!).

For j # N, let Vj :! {s ! v0,v1, : : : ,v2j, t ! v2j+1} and Ej :! E1
j * E2

j * E3
j * {(vj,vj+1)}, where

E1
j :! {(vi,vi+1) | i # {0, : : : , 2j}, i! j},

E2
j :! {(vi,v2j%i) | i # {0, : : : , j% 1}},

E3
j :! {(vi+1,v2j+1%i) | i # {0, : : : , j% 1}}:

We call the graph GB
j :! (Vj,Ej) the jth nested Braess graph. Every edge e # Ej is equipped with the cost function

Fje(x) ! 1
2 a

j
ex2 + bjex with coef"cients

aje ! 1 if e # E1
j \{(vj,vj+1)},

0 otherwise;
and bje !

10j%1%i
if e ! (vi,v2j%i), i ! 0, : : : , j% 1 or

if e ! (vi+1,v2j+1%i), i ! 0, : : : , j% 1,

0 otherwise:

*++++++++,
++++++++-

*++++++++,
++++++++-

We compute parametric mincost !ows for demands !q,! $ 0, where qs ! %1, qt ! 1, and qvi ! 0 for i ! 1, : : : , 2j;
that is, we compute parametric s-t !ows in the respective graphs.

For j ! 1, this construction yields the classical Braess graph from the well-known paradox in the realm of traf"c
networks (Braess [9]) with !ow dependent travel time functions x and 1 (corresponding to the marginal cost fe in
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our notation) on the outer edges and 0 on the middle edge. Figure 10 depicts the construction for j ! 1 and j ! 3. We
note that the subgraph GB

j [V
p
j ] induced by the subset of vertices Vp

j :! {vi : i # {p, : : : , 2j+ 1% p}} is again a nested
Braess network, namely the j – pth nested Braess graph. Thus, GB

j [V
p
j ] ! GB

j%p for p < j. By construction, the graphs
GB

j and the corresponding costs satisfy Properties (a) and (b). The following theorem proves the third claim (c).

Theorem 10. For any j # N, consider the graph GB
j with cost functions (Fje)e#E. Then there are 2j+1 different demand rates

!1, : : : ,!2j+1 # [0, 3 · 10 j%1) such that all corresponding support sets S!1 , : : : ,S!2j+1 of the mincost !ows are different. In par-
ticular, this means the mincost !ow functions x(!) have "(2j) breakpoints.
Proof. First, consider some "xed j # N. Let x(!) be the mincost !ow in GB

j for the demand factor ! $ 0. Denote by
"(!) the corresponding optimal potential from Lemma 1. (We assume without proof that both x(!) and "(!) are
well-de"ned functions.) We claim that the mincost !ow does not use the edges e ! (s,v2j) and e ! (v1, t) for suf"-
ciently small values !, whereas for large values !, the mincost !ow uses the outermost edges EO

j :!
{(s,v1), (s,v2j), (v1, t), (v2j, t)} exclusively.
Claim 4. For "xed j # N, we have

(i) If ! $ 2 · 10 j%1, then xe(!) ! 0 for all e ! EO
j and %t(!)%%s(!) ! 10 j%1 + !

2.
(ii) If ! & 3 · 10 j%2, then xe(!) ! 0 for e ! (s,v2j) and e ! (v1, t).

Proof of Claim 4. For ! $ 2 · 10 j%1, consider the !ow x(!) with xe(!) ! !
2 for e # EO

j and xe(!) ! 0 otherwise. De"ne
the vertex potential "(!) by %s ! 0, %v2j ! 10 j%1, %t ! 10 j%1 + !

2, and %v ! !
2 otherwise. We claim, that "(!) is an opti-

mal potential for the !ow x(!) in the sense of Lemma 1. Indeed, for the edge e ! (s,v1), we observe
fe(xe(!)) ! xe(!) ! !

2 ! %v1 %%s. For e ! (v1, t) we observe fe(xe(!)) ! 10 j%1 ! %t %%v1 . By symmetry, we get the corre-
sponding equalities for the edges e ! (s,v2j) and e ! (v2j, t). Thus, all outer !ow-carrying edges satisfy the equality
condition from Lemma 1. For the inner edges (with zero !ow), we observe that the potential difference is zero except
for the edges e ! (v2,v2j) and e ! (v2j%1,v2j) for which the potential difference is nonpositive. The latter follows from
the assumption that implies 10 j%1 % !

2 & 0. Hence, all these edges satisfy the inequality condition from Lemma 1.
Now assume that ! & 3 · 10 j%2 and xe(!) > 0 for e ! (s,v2j). (By symmetry, the following arguments hold like-

wise for e ! (v1, t).) Using the second property from (i) for the inner component GB
j [V1

j ] ! GB
j%1, we obtain that

%v2j(!)%%v1(!) & %v2j(3 · 10 j%2)%%v1(3 · 10 j%2) & 10 j%2 + 3 · 10 j%2

2
:

Figure 10. Two nested Braess graphsGB
j for j ! 1 and j ! 3 with associated cost functions on the edges.

(a) (b)
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For the edge e ! (s,v1), the optimality conditions imply %1(!)%%s(!) & fe(xe(!)) ! xe(!) & 3 · 10 j%2. Therefore, we
get for the edge e ! (s,v2j) that

%v2j(!)%%s(!) ! %v2j(!)%%v1(!) +%v1(!)%%s(!) & 3 · 10 j%2 + 3 · 10 j%2

2
< 10 j%1 ! fe(xe(!)),

which is a contradiction to the optimality condition because we assumed xe(!) > 0, concluding the proof of the
claim. !

We prove the statement of the theorem by induction on j. For j ! 1, we claim that S!1 ! 2 for !1 ! 0, S!2 !
{(v0,v1), (v1,v2), (v2,v3)} for any !2 # (0, 1], S!3 ! E1 for any !3 # (1, 2), and S!4 ! E1\{(v1,v2)} for any !4 # [2, 3].
This may be veri"ed easily by construction the corresponding optimal potentials. Hence, there are 4 ! 21+1 many
different support sets for j ! 1.

For j $ 2, we obtain that for ! & 3 · 10 j%2, all !ow is routed through the inner component GB
j [V1

j ] ! GB
j%1 by

Claim 4(ii). By induction hypotheses, there are 2j different supports 2 ! S̃1, S̃2, : : : , S̃2j for different demand rates
!̃1, : : : , !̃2j # [0, 3 · 10 j%2) in the inner component. Thus, the supports S1 ! 2 and Si :! {(v0,v1), (v2j,v2j+1)} * S̃i, i !
2, 3, : : : , 2j are supports for the mincost !ows in GB

j for demand rates !1 ! !̃1, : : : ,!2j ! !̃2j .
Claim 4(i) implies that for demand rates ! $ 2 · 10 j%1, all demand is routed over the outer paths in the network.

Thus, the !ow in the inner component decreases from at least 3 · 10 j%2 to 0. Because all !ow functions are contin-
uous, there must be demand rates !2j+1, : : : ,!2j+1 such that the !ow in the inner component is exactly !̃1, : : : , !̃2j .
At these demand rates, the overall mincost !ow has the supports S2j+i :! S̃i * {(v0,v1), (v0,v2j), (v1,v2j+1),
(v2j,v2j+1)}, i ! 1, : : : , 2j, that is, the supports of the inner component plus all outer edges. Overall, we have 2j+1 dif-
ferent supports. w

6.2. Complexity for Multi-Commodity Networks
The multi-commodity case can be solved with Algorithm 2. Every iteration of the algorithm generates a new
function part of the output mincost !ow functions. Because every iteration takes polynomial time by Theorem 6,
we obtain the following result.

Theorem 11. Given a network with n vertices and |K| commodities, denote by L the number of breakpoints of the output
mincost !ow functions. Then the solution curve and the mincost !ow functions can be computed in O(poly(n, |K|)L) time.
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Endnotes
1 We ignore the first component for the lexicographic comparison because we want to compare the coefficient vectors me,t of the polynomials
pe, t. Because the vector # has a zero as first component, the first coefficient is ignored and therefore not relevant to the comparison.
2 The assumption f%e (0) & 0 & f+e (0) implies that we only can model lower capacities le & 0 and upper capacities ue $ 0. However, we show
how to drop this assumption in the following section.
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